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Y c,ung Wild West and the Range Boss
OR, CROOKED WORK AT THE SLEEPY J
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER 1.-At the Phoenix Hotel.
When Young Wild West and the friends who
traveled with him on his horseback trips throughout the wildest sections of the country in search
of excitement and adventure rode into Phoenix,
Arizona, late one afternoon, a few years ago, he
was g-iven a rousing- reception.
"Hooray! hooray!" shouted an enthusiastic man,
who, judging by his attire, was a cattleman.
"Jest the people I want to see. Young' Wild West
an' his pa:i;ds are here. They've got the gals an'
the two ·heathens with 'em, too. I reckon I'm
runnin' in a streak of luck all of a sudden, though
I ain't been goin' that way very much for the
last two or three months. Hooray! hooray!"
Young Wild West, sitting upon the back of his
sorrel stallion Spitfire, looked at the man sharply.
Failinl!' to remember having met him before, he
said:
"Stranger, I reckon you have got a little the
best of me. I don't know you."
"Well, I know you, all right," was the retort,
and then the man rushed forward and extended
his hand. "My name is J ep Haskell, an' I'm runnin' the Sleepy J. Ranch, which is forty-five miles
to the southeast of this here town. Maybe you
don't remember me, 'cause I can't say that I ever
talked to yer in my life until now. But I've seen
yer a few times, an' it seems to me .as though I'm
mighty well acquainted with yer. Hope yer ain't
goin' to git offended 'cause I've· spoke so fresh to
yer."
"Not at all, Mr. Haskell. I meet so many
people in my travels that it is impossible for me
to remember them all. Probably I may have seen
you before, but if I have it was only a pas·l;ing
notice I took of you. But it's all right, anyhow.
You seem to be a pretty good sort of man. So
you are running the Sleepy J'. Ranch, are you?"
"That right."
"Doing a pretty good business, r suppose?"
"Well, 'yes. But," and the man hesitated, 'I
reckon I won't say anything more jest now. I
want to have a little talk with you in private
whenever you feel like givin' me the chance."
"All rig-ht, Mr. Haskell," the boy answered, for
he was much interested in what ' thc man said.

.,

Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and Jim Dart a
Wyoming ~oy, _who was about the same age' as
our hero, dismounted and then the ladies of the
party were not Ior:g_in reaching the ground. Tbey
were Anna, the wife of the scout, Eloise Gardner
the sweetheart of Jim Dart, and Arietta 1 Wild'~
girl. The two Chinamen who had halted further
back · remained in the saddle, holding the lariats
with which they had been leading a couple of
loaded pack-horses. They were simply waiting to
be told to ride on around ·behind. the hotel and
unload the pack-horses.
"Have you got accommodations for us Sanford?" Young Wild West asked as the proprietor
of the hotel came running out. '
"You bet I have, Wild," was the reply.
The young deadshot gave a nod and then he
took his own horse and that of his sweetheart by
the bridles and promptly started around the corner of the building toward the stabl.e and sheds in
th!! rear. The girls at once went into the hotel
while our hero's partners and the two Chiname~
followed him. They found the man there as the
proprietor had said, and it was not long before
the horses were put away.
It was not yet time for supper, so after looking
at his watch our hero thought of the man who
called himsel'.f J ep Haskell.
"Boys, you heard what that fellow said, I suppose?" he remarked, nodding to his partners. "It
strikes me as though there is something on hand
that mil!'ht prove interesting. While we can have
quite a good time hei;:e in Phoenix if we remain a
couple of d.ays, it would, no doubt, be worth while
to 1;ide down to the Sleepy J, should it happen that
Haskell wants us to do so. I have got an idea
that it is rustlers he wants to tell us about."
"It ain't likely it would be anything else, Wild.
There's plenty of cattle-thieves wherever there's
ranches," Cheyenne Charlie retorted, shaking his
head.
Jim Dart, who seldom had much to say, merely
nodded, as though he was of the· same opinion.
"Go and find out what the man wants, Wild,"
Arietta spoke up, wilth a smile. "I am sure you
are ready for anything, for you never can be
satisfied to rellll'l;,... in idleness longer than a day
or two.•
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"That's right, Et," was the laughing reply.
"But I can't help it, for I was born that way.
Give me my ho1·se and a gun, and then let me
know where I am likely to find a gang of rustlers,
ouclaws or Indians, and I am well satisfied."
The three friends went out upon the porch, and
as they made their appearance several men who
knew them came running toward them in order
t-:> shake hands. The three good-naturedly permitted them to do so, and they ,:oon entered that
part of the establishment where liquor was dispe11sed. There was a motley crowd gathered
there, and Young Wild West ran his eye ovP.r
them quickly. Miners, mine bosses, cattlemen,
cowboys, halfbreed Ind'.ans, Mexicans and one
solitary darky were gathered there. Our hero
was a quick and keen observer, and he took in all
the faces in ten seconds. Some of them belonged
to men of the villainous type, he was sure, but
others were men who, though 1ather rough, were
honest.
"Well, boys, how are ycr all, anyhow?" the
scout called out, as he brushed back his long,
black hair and tl1en gave the ends of his mustache
a twist. "Is there anything exciting goin' on
around these parts? If there is we would like ter
know about it. Ain't been no bank robbed or any
horse-thieves around lately, has there?"
"Nothin' since last week," Sanford, the proprietor, answered, with a laugh. "A feller took a
hor
what didn't belong to him, but he only got
abwenty miles away afore the boys rounded
him ,. Let him hangin' to a tree for the crows
to pick."
"Good!" and Cheyenne Charlie acted as though
he was pleased to hea r such news. Young Wild
West generally had plenty of spending-money
with him, and he was never mean when he struck
a place where old friends were to be met.
"Let's have some cigars, Sandford," he said,
nodding to the bo8s. "I want a cigar, anyhow. Of
course, I am not going to tell the rest what they
shall take."
"I reckon we're all putty dry, Young Wild
West," a big cowboy spoke up, a s he turned his
grinning face toward the boy. ·
"All right. The bes-t thing when a person is
real thirsty is a drink of water. But I know pretty well that you don't want water."
"You have got that about right. I never took
water in my life."
"There's a double meaning to that, I suppose?"
"Yes, I meant it that way. But don't think that
I'm tryin' to tantalize you any. I don't want to
pick no row with you. If I did most likely I'd
have to take water." There was a laugh at this,
in which our hero joined, for he could tell right
away that the cowboy was one of the good-natured
sort who liked to get off a joke whenever he had
the opportunity. Not a man in the place refused
the invitatiorr, and when they had all been served
the young deadshot paid the bill. Then he turned
to J ep Haskell.
"Now," the boy said, nodding to him, "I reckon
I've got time to have a little talk with you, Mr.
Haskell."
"There wasn't no hurry about it, so I was goin'
to wait till you got ready," was the reply. "Come
on in the back room. We kin sit down."
0 ~

"There's crooked work at the Sleepy J, an'
that's what Jep wants to see him abuut," our
hero heard one of the men say in a,. low tone of
voice. But he paid no attention to the remark,
and followed Haskell to a room in the rear, which
happened to be vacant just then. The ranchman
took pains to close the door, and then pushing a
a chair up to the table, he nodded for the boy to
sit down . . Wild promptly did so, and then waited
patiently to hear what the man might have to say.
"It's this way, Young Wild West," Haskell began, speaking in a low voice, "I've got a range
boss what's named Bart Malloy. He's a mighty
good man, as most everybody will say, but there's
somethin' about him that don't jest suit me."
"How is that?" and the young dead.shot looked
at him curiously.
"I've got an idea that.he's responsible for some
crooked work that's goin' on at the Sleepy J."
"I see. You have got that idea, yet you can't
prove it."
"That's it exactly."
"What is the crooked work, Mr. Haskell?"
"There's bein' lots of rustlin' done.
"Losing cattle, eh?"
"Yes, losin' steers, cows an' calves. An' a horse
or two has been run off."
"And you can't find out where they go?"
"No, that's the worst part of it."
"There's nothing new in this sort of thing, Mr.
Haskell. Ever}' now and then we run across a
ranchman who is in the same fix that you are
now. You suspect that your range boss knows
something about the crooked work, don't you?"
"Yes, I can't help saying it, though I wouldn't
want ter tell him, 'cause I might be mistaken."
"What sort of a man is he, . anyhow-I mean
how does he look?"
"He's a big; rawboned feller, an' he's as strong
as an ox. He ain't afraid of nothin', either, an'
kin shoot like lightnin'. But ma-ybe you'll have
a chance to see him afore long, 'cause he's in
town."
"Came
with you, I suppose?"
"Yes, that's right. But he don't know that I'm
tryin' to g-it some one ter come down to the ranch
an' watch him for a few days."
"No, I suppose not. It wouldn't be a good idea
to let him know such a thing as that."
"Of course it wouldn't. Now I'm goin' to ask
a favor of yer. I happen to know that you ain't
never in much of a hurry about goin' from one
place to another, so why can't yer come down an'
spend a few days at the Sleepy J?"
"Mr. Haskell, I am sure we would all be very
glad to accept the invitation. But unless there
would be something going on to keep us busy
while we were there it would hardly pay us,"
"Well, I don't know how much there will ba
goin' on, but there's rustlin' bein' done, an' maybe
you could find enough ter keep you busy tryin' to
ketch the rascals."
"Yes, that's i-iirht. ·I reckon we'll take a ride
down with you, We'll stop and have dinner with
you, anyhow, even if we don't stay very long.''.
"If you stop an' have dinner you'll have supper,
too, an' you'll have breakfast the next day, an'
another dinner an' supper, an' then--"
"Never mind. You can keep on going that way
until vou make a week or two of it. But we'll
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go down that way, anyhow." Just then the door
opened suddenly and a man stepped inside.
"Hello, J ep ! " he called out, noc'. ding to the
ranchman. "Sanford said you was in heTe. I've
got somethin' to tell yer. I hope I ain 't disturbin' yer."
Then he turned his eyes upon Young Wild
West and looked at h :m curiously.
"No, you ain't disturbin' me any, Bart. What
did you want to see me-about?"
"I'd like to have a little money, if you don't
mind."
"How much do yer want?"
"Twenty dollars will be enough, I reckon." ·
"All right. You kin have it."
Haskell drew a buckskin bag from his trousers
pocket and soon counted out the money.
"Bart," said he, "I want to make you acquainted with Young Wild West."
"I heard he was in here with yer," was the
rather cool reply, and then once more Bart Malloy took a look at the boY.
"He says he might stop at the ranch to-morrow, '
an' maybe he'll stay a few days there."
"Yes, I know. I s'pose you want to git him to
help yer straighten out the ·cr ooked work that's
goin' on. I don't blame y er, an' from what I've
heard say about Young Wild West an' his pards,
they'll mighty soon git things goin' right. Of
course,
boy kin do a whole lot more than a
man like m e, anyhow. I've been workin' mighty
hsird to try an' find who the rustlers are, but I
«in't done it y et. Young Wild West will find
'em mighty quick.",
The last was said with something of a sneer,
and ou1· hero smiled at the follow.
·
"So you think I'll find the rustlers mighty
quick, do you?" he said, after a short silence.
"I said so, didn't I?"
"Yes, you said it, but you didn't mean it exactly. You have an idea that since you have been
unable to catch the rustlers no one else is likely
to do it."
-"All right, then, let it go at that. That's jest
my opinion, Young Wild West."
"Good! I am glad ro hear you say that, for
it makes me feel as though I have got a hard job
oo hand. But I a sure you that I am going to
do my level best to catch the thieves who are
helping themselves to the cattle belonging to the
· Sleepy J."
Wild's party then went into the dining-room.

a

CHAPTER II-On the Way to Sleepy J.
There were quite a number of guests stopping
at the hotel, and when Young Wild West and his
partners entered the <lining-room all eyes were
turned upon them. Two or three were partly
acquainted with the young deadshot, and one of
them took it upon himself to make an introduction. When this had been done -Wild smilingly
introduced the girls, and after that an animated
conversation took place. This kept up during
the whole length of the meal, and when it was
over our friends were glad enough to get away
from those who seemed to be so inquisitive. It
was quite a pleasant evening that they all spent,
for though Wild and his partners paid another
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visit to the barroom, they failed to find any one
who had a notion to c
.e a disturbance there.
J ep Haskell, the ranchman, had dacided to
stay all night at the hotel and accomplny our
friends to the Sleepy J in the morning, and
when they parted company for the night he assured them that he would be up bright and early
and waiting for th zm. Young Wild West and
his companions were so used to sleeping in tent~
th.at it took them some little time to drop off
into slumber-land, but when once they got to
sleep it was a sound one. As was their custom,
they all arose early. Wild and his partners went
downstairs and were outside before half the
p'.)pulation was stirring. But they found Haskell
at the stable grooming his horse. When the
ranchman saw them he looked somewhat surprised, but quickly gR'l'e them a hearty greeting.
"Up earlier than I thought you woukl be,'' be
observed, with a smile.
"We have a habit of rising rather early, Mr.
Haskell," Wild answered. -"We don't sleep in
such good quarter very often, you know."
"Sorter like it, I s'pose, for a chan ge. "
"It's all right, for a change, but I think a
blanket thrown upon some dry leaves is more to
my li1dng, after all."
"I don't doubt it: I've been there myself. Bt~t
since I've been livin' Bt a rr.ch so long I've got
used to f:leepin' in a rooin an' en a soft bed. H ow
soon after brenkfrst will you 1:e ready to start?"
"Right away. I'll f:<'e if I can find cur two
Chinnm::m, and after th, pack-horses have eaten
they can load them right away, so there will be
no r.elay about it."
\Vild had been told by the Jandlord where the
Chi11amen were to sh,ep, so he at once went to
lnok fo · them. Ile found Wing already up, but
Hop, w',o had put in a pretty good night of it,
was still d-:!~.d to the world.
"Wing,'' the young deadshot said, smiling at
the co9k, "I reckon you had better make your
brother get up. I wnn t the horses attended to.
As soon as the pack-horses nave eaten their
breakfast I want them loaded. "\Ve ,are going to
leave as anickly 11s possible."
"Allee light, 'Mi sl"r Wild. Me makee my
blother wakee p1etl y quickee, so be."
There was something in the way of humor ir.
Wing, after all, and he certainly liked to get a
chance at Hop once in a while. But he had a
rather rough way of playing a joke, for he
seized a pitcher 'hich was partly filled with
water, and p romptly ran over to the bed where
Hop lay snoring and dashed it upon his head and
face.
"Hip hi! Whatte~ mattee?" cried the Chinaman a<s he leaped from t he bed and began dancing wildly about. "Somebody allee samee makee
me blind."
Luckily for Wing he had not been seen, and
he and Wild both got out of the -room before
Hop was able to look around the room. But he
heard the receding footsteps, and as Cheyenne
Charlie was constantly playing some sort of trick
on him, he at once laid it to him.
"Me fixee Misler Charlie!" he called out, loudly. "You waitee. You velly smartee Melican
man, but me velly smartee Chinee."
Wing laughed more than he had done in several days, and Wild could not help joining in
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when he saw how the cook enjoyed it. Finally
Wild bid them to look after the horses and have
everything in readiness to leave in less than an
hour, hlf returned to the hotel, his partners and
the ranchman going with him.
"I s'pose I oughter look after that range boss
of mine, Wild," Jep Haskell said. "Most likely
he's had a high time of it last night, and he's
asleep somewhere. But I want him to be on the
range by noon to-day, so I reckon I'll go an' look
for him while the breakfast is gittin' ready."
"All right, Mr. Haskell," was tl!e reply. "I
imagine it won't be very long before breakfast
will be ready, so you had better hurry about it."
"Oh, I won't have ter go very far. I know
about where he hangs out."
The ranchman at once left the spot, and he
came back fifteen minutes later, just in time to
hear the preakfast-bell ring.
"I found him," he said, as our hero and his
partners looked at him inquiringly. "He was
asleep yet. But he's promised to start back for
the ranch inside of an hour. Most likelv ·he'll do
· it, too, 'cause he admitted that he ain't got ten
cents left. He didn't ask for any money, but if
he had I wouldn't have given it to him. He's
eighteen dollars ahead of his wages now."
"And the chances are that he will always be
that much ahead of you, Mr. Haskell," the young
deadshot said, shaking his head.
"What do you mean by that? Do you think
he'll quit pretty soop.?"
"Yes, I'm quite sure of it. I am well satisfie,l
that it won't take us long to find out all about
the crooked work that's being done at the Sleepy
J. If Bart Malloy is in any way responsible for
i1" he certainly won't remain in your employ."
"You kin bet your life he won't."
"All right, then. You ought to understand why
I think he'll remain eighteen dollars ahead of
you, then."
"I did, but I couldn't help speakin' that way.
It seems like a shame, too, that sich a good
workman as Bar is should have to be crooked.
Mind you, I don 1t know for sure that. he is.
But there's things been happenin' that's made me
believe that he must be."
"We'll find out whether he is or not, so we'll
drop the subject now. The fact is that I'm pretty
hungry. ~ smell ham and egg's, if I am not mistaken, and that will just about suit me this morning."
"Me, too," the scout spoke up. "A piece of ham
about six inches long an' four inches wide, with
a streak of fat at one side, an' six fri~d eggs
will jest about suit me. 1· may want a couple of
cups of coffee an' half a .dozen hot biscuits.
Then ag'in, sometimes they have fried potatoes
when we stop at hotels. I kin eat two dishes
of them."
"A mighty good appetite, I reckon, Cheyenne,"
the ranchman said, with a laugh.
"I've always got a good appetite. What's the
use of livin' if you can't eat?"
"That's so. Well, I reckon you'll always git
good grub here, an' plenty of it. It's a fine hotel,
as I happen to know."
They all went into the dining-room and found
the girls waiting for them. Then it was not
long before thev were busy putting away the
2:oods things that had been provided for them.

Half an hour later they were nearly ready to
start. The pack-horses had been loaded by the
two Chinamen, who were now eating in another
part of the house. Wild and his partners went
out with the ranchman and the horses were soorr
the
saddled, and when they were led aronn-d
front o.C the building Hop and Wing had finished
breakfast and all they had to do was to saddle
their own horses. This they did a few minutes
later, and as they came around to the front of
the building they were greeted by a cheer from
some of the men who had taken a great liking to
Hop. Wing made out that he was attracting as
much attention as his brother, and he bowed right
and left. This did not suit Hop altogether, so he
called out l oudly:
"My fool blather thlinkee evelybody likee him.
Me makee velly muchee mistakee, so be."
"Never mind, Hop Wah," a miner answered
from the porch. "He's a sleepy heathen, but
you're always wide-awake."
"He wasn't wide-awake this mornin' when his
• fool brother chucked the pitcher of water on him,"
Cheyenne Charlie quickly spoke up.
When the party had their horses ready and had
mounted, some one proposed three cheers fo r
Young Wild West, and they were given with a
will. Then the y all rode off, and turning the
first corner to the left, quickly reached the outsk;rts of the town and struck the trail that would
take them to the Sleepv J Ranch. It was a good
forty-five miles, and Haskell declared that he
would like to get home by noon. But he shook
his head when he looked back -at the pack-horses,
which were loaded pretty well.
"I 1·eckon it will be about two afore we git
there, so I s'pose that will be all right," he said.
"I don't know as I'm in any particular hurry,
only I've got about fifteen men out lookin' up
the stragglers an' stray calves. I'm gittin' a
little anxious since I've been losin' so many of
my stock, an' I thjnk it's about time that things
was straightened out so they would run along
smooth. I can't afford to be losin' cattle all the
time."
"Have you heard of ahy one else losing any
stock?"
"No, I ain't for some. little time. But there
ain't no ranch within fifty miles of mine, so it
ain't likely I'm to hear everything that goes Qn."
"Ever see any stranl!'ers riding around your
·
·
range? "
"No, there ain't been none there in a month, as
far as I know. Some of the boys have told me
that they've seen signs of strangers, but no one
seems to eve1· have met any of 'em. The chances
are there ain't no strangers comin' around here
at all, then."
"Maybe not."
"That means, I s'pose, that it's my own men
what's doin' the stealin'."
.
"It looks that way."
"Yes, I've thought the same thing. But I've
tried my best, an' I can't seem to find any one
who would be apt to do any rustlin'. I don't
know what thev do with the cattle after they take
'em. They jest disappear, that's all."
"You just said that there wasn't another ranch
within fifty miles of you. I suppose there must
be one somewhere about, though."
"About the nearest one is the W X, which laya
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off putty close to the railroad trac}< somethin'
like sixty miles from my place."
"Do you know the man in charge of it?"
"No, I don't; but his name is Husker."
"Don't know what kind of a man he is, then?"
"No, I ain't got no idea."
They were now over three miles fr m the town,
and as Young Wild ' West looked around he suddenly noticed the fresh prints of cattle's hoofs
going off to the left toward a wide 1·avine.
"Whoa, Spitfire!',._ he called out, and almost instantly the sorrel stallion he was riding- came
to a halt.
"What's the matter, Wild?" Arietta asked, as
she turned her horse quickly and looked at him.
"Cattle have been this way lately, Et," was the
reply. "It might be that some of Mr. Ha 1;: kell's
stock has been driven through here."
"Great l!"inger!" exclaimed the ranchman, as he
· quickly dismounted and looked at the tracks.
"My range is about the only ulace cattle would
be apt to come from. I wonder if it kin be that
the rustlers have been to work ag'in last mght?"
"Suppose we follow the tracks and find out,"
our hero suggested.
"All right. You kin let the gals an' the two
Chinaman go on, an' we'll do it."
This was satisfactory to every one concerned,
so a couple of minutes later Young Wild West
and his partners rode along toward the ravine
with Haskell. They did not go more than a mile
before they saw a drove of about forty steers
corning toward them. Following them along were
two cowboys, and the moment the ranchman was
able to see them he exclaimed:
"Two of my men. By ginger! They must have
found the cattle up here an' are drivin' 'em back."

CHAPTER III.-At the Sleepy J.
"It's Jackson an' Stumpy!" cried Jep Haskell,
as the men driving the cattle drew nearer. "I
wonder what they are doin' away up this way,
anyhow?"
"We'll try to find out right away," Young Wild
West answered. "Seems strange that your cattle
should be so far away from the range. They
certainly must have been driven here bv some
one."
•~Yes, the rustlers have been at work ag'in,
that's sartin."
They rode on at an easy pace so they would
not disturb the cattle, and when they got close
to · them they turned off to the left and went
on around until they joined the two cowboys.
"What's the matter, Jackson?" the ranchman
asked, as he brought his horse to a halt and looked sharply at one of the men.
"Somebody's been tryin' ter git awav with
some of the steers, boss," was the quick reply.
"Did you see 'em doin' it?"
"We jest caught a 1rlimpse of two fellers what
was workirt' the cattle alon1r with their whips.
When we started toward 'em they went off like
lightnin', so we couldn't tell wbo they was, or
neither of us would be able to recognize 'em if
we was to see 'em ag'in. W1 - wasn't close enough,
boss."
"How comes it that you happened to be out
·
this way?"
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"We took a notion to ride to town after we
got a lot of stragglers together an' set 'em right.
We slept away from the wagon last night, 'cause
we was too far from it to git back, an' there
was a lot of trouble keepin' things straight among·
the cattle."
"I see. Well, it was a mighty lucky thing you
happened to be out this way."
"That's what I told Stumpy."
The man called Stumpy, who was a rather short
fellow, nodded and seemed greatly pleased at
what was said.
"Glad we was able to ketch 'em, boss," he said,
as he rode up close to the ranchman.
The other fellow was looking at Young Wild
West and his partners in a <!Urious sort of way.
"Got •strangers with yer, I see, Boss Haskell,"
he observed, after a pause.
"Yes. I've got Young Wild West an' his pards
with me. They're goin' to help me k.tch the
thieves what's been takin off my stock. I reckon
they'll come putty near to doin' it, too. Yon
boys have heard tell of Youn1r Wild West an'
his pards, of course."
Undoubtedly they had, for Jackson and Stumpy
were looking at each other now iri a startled sort
of way. The young deadshot took particular notice of this, and he put them down as being
.
crooked right away.
"So you two fellows were going to Phoenix,
were vou ?" he asked, looking at them and smiling pleasantly.
"Yes, we allowed it would be all right if we
did, since we was so close by," Jackson answered,
·
with a shrug of the shoulders.
"Where did you first see the cattle?"
"About a mile back here on the trail."
"And two men were chasing them along and
using their whips, you say?"
"Yes, that's right."
"But you were not close enough to be able to
recognize them if you should see them again?"
"No. They took pains to keep out of our sight.
They must have seen us coming before we seen
them."
"It's a wonder they didn't offer to put up a
fight. It was two against two, you know."
"I reckon they knowed better than to do that,"
spoke up Stumpy. "We kin shoot about as good
as anv -one in these here parts."
"Well, it's ,a good thing you managed to keep
them from getting away with the cattle. I suppose you'll drive them on back to the range now."
"That's jest what we intend to do."
"Go ahead, boys," the ranchman spoke up.
"We'll go on now, 'cause I'm anxious to git over
·
to the ranch."
"Mr. Haskell," said )Vild, as he made no move
b ride away, "I reckon you and Jim can go on
back to the girls and then take them over to
the ranch. I'll take Charlie and go on and see if we can find the two rustlers. I told you we
were going to help you catch them, so this will
be a good way to start it, I think."
As the boy said this he was watching the faces
of the two cowboys, and when he saw them show
signs of great uneasiness he was well satisfied
that he had hit it just right. That they had
been driving the cattle away themselves and had
noticed the ranchman approachin1r with three
companions, he was well satisfied.
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"If you ketch 'em you'll be mighty smart,"
Stumpy declared, alter a short silence.
"They were going this way, of course." and
Wild pointed in the direction the cattle had come
from.
"Sartin thev was. But they might be two or
three miles frorn here now. The1·e's plenty of
.
places to hide around, you know."
"That's true enough. But if we don't find
them now we'll find them later on. The two men
who were rustling the cattle are bound to be
caught, and you can take it from me that they
will be, too."
"I hope ver do ketch 'em," declared Jackson,
and then he looked flt Stumpy with just the
vestige of a smile showing on his face.
. "Do you want me to go on with Mr. Haskell,
then, Wild?" Dart asked.
"Yes, e:o ahead. I'll take Charlie ·and we'll ride
back a cl see if we can find the two cattle-thieves.
They may be hanging around somewhere, especially when they find that the cattle were
turned back."
Jack understood pretty well what was passing through the boy's minrl, so he nodded to the
ranchman to come on, and promptly rode back
to the trail. After telling the tw.o cowboys to
take it easy with the cattle, Haskell followed
him, and then Wild and Charlie promptlv' left
the spot and proceeded on. They did not have
to go very far before they came to the spot where
the cattle had been turned. The ground was
soft and yieldinl1' there, and it was easy to see
the hoofprin ts. The prints of the horses' hoofs
were plainly discernible, too, and when the y had
looked around a minute or two they discovered
that all the1·e were to be seen had turned and
come back. There were no evidences of horses
having j!'One on through the ravine recently.
"Well, Charlie, I suppose you know what to
think of it," the young deadshot said, as he
started for his horse after having made a good
sear~h of the ground.
"I reckon I do, Wild," was the reply. "Them
two galoots is t he ones what was drivin' the cattle awa v : hemselves. They ,;een us comin', an'
they thought it better fo i· 'em to turn back an'
make out the y got the cattle. "
"You have got it just r ig-ht, Charlie. I r eckon
we have started in early t o strail1"hten out the
crooked wor k at the Sleepy J Ranch. I suppose
we might call it luck, but, an yhow, we'll soon
get to the bottom of it. And when we do the
chances are th at Haskell will have to hire a few
new men ."
· "You kin bet your life he will. I s'pose we
may as well ride on back now."
"Yes, we'll take it along a little easy, for it's
about time that Bart Malloy came along. Maybe
we'll strike hiqi when we reached the trail."
The two swung themselves into the saddle, and
turnine- their horses, proceeded along- at an easy
canter. They came in sight' of the cattle and the
two cowboys just as they reached the trail that
led to the ranch. Not wishing- to be seen by
them, the two came to a halt, but remained in the
saddle. They waited. fullv ten minutes, and then
went on again, their horses at a walk. When
the · came to the . place where the trail came
al c,:ng there was nothing to be seen of the cattle
or c"·"noys, since there was quite a high ridge

a short distance further along the trail, and
they were at the other side of it before this.
"Might as well go on, I s'pose, Wild," the scout
said, after he had looked up the trail in the direction of Phoenix.
"Don't be in a hurry, Charrie," was the reply.
"I told you that we might come across Bart Molloy as he was returning to the ranch. I fee l quite
sure that he hasn't come along yet, so I propose to wait."
"All right. then. We'll wait," and so saying
the scout dismounted and threw the bridle-rein
over his horse's head.
Wild followed his example, and then the two
sousrht the shade that a big rock afforded and
sat down. They had not waited longer than ten
minutes when they heard hoofbeats. The sounds
came from behind them, and they knew that a
ho:i;.seman was coming from the direction of
Phoenix.
"It's the rang-e boss. an' I'll bet on it!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed.
"Quite likely, Charlie. But take it easy. Maybe he might be a little out of humor when he
sees us.• But we'll have to take a little from him,
for I don't want to come out on him too str ong.
I mean to give him a chance to hang himself,
so to speak. We'll let him go the limit and then
catch him dead to rights. If he is what we
suppose he is it won't take a great wh;Je to get
the thing down to a solid basis. Now. t i en, you
just keep cool, and no matter what he says you
wustn't pay any particular attention to it. Of
course, you can answer him as much as you like,
but unless he attempts to pull a gun you can let
him have his own way."
"All right, Wild. H you say so I'll do it. But
I a in't got much use for that sneakin' coyote.
The minute I set eyes on him I made up my
mind that he was no good."
"So did I, Charlie. Ilut that's all right. N<;>w
you let me do the talking at first. I'll try and
explain wh y we are resting here."
A f ew secon<l s later a horseman appeared
around a bend of the natural cut that the trail
r .: n thr oup-h. It was Bart Malloy, sure enough.
He was riding along at a lope and appeared to
be in a meditative mood, for his chin almost
touched his breast. He did not see our two friends
until he had almost passed them. Then he gave
a violent start and quickly reined in his broncho.
"Hello !" he called out, somewhat astonished.
Anything
"Wha t are you two doin' here?
wrong?"
"Nothing wrong at all, Bart Malloy," Wild answered, in his ·cool and easy way. "We're waiting to catch a couple of rustlers."
"Rustlers, eh?" and the range boss shrugged
his shoulder s and looked at them keenly. "Where
are they ?"
"Oh, we know pretty well where they are, but
we don't want to !av hands on them just yet."
Malloy then looked at the ground, and seeing
the fresh hoofprints of cattle, he appeared to be
·
surprised.
"Cattle has been along here lately," he said, as
he dismounted.
"Yes, about forty of them. A couple of rustlers
were driving them a way after taking them from
the range of the Sleepy J. Two of the men working under him happened to come along and catcla
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them. The rustlers fled, and then they turned ther they rode the more Bart Malloy tried to
the cattle, which were well up in a ravine over appear pleasant. But there was something in
his way that told Wild and Charlie quite plainly
there, and drove them back here."
"Putty good work, I should say. Did you hear that he was forcing himself. Finally the conversation turned upon the tw'o rustlers who had
what the names of the two men was?"
"Yes, one of them was Jackson, and the other got away so easily.
"I should think you would have gone on after
was called Stumpy."
"Two of my best men," and the range boss 'em," Malloy observed, a peculiar smile on his
/
face.
appeared much pleased.
"We did go on after them, but we lost the
Then he wanted to know all about it, and Wild
related as much as. he cared to, but. of course, trail."
"Lost the trail, eh? Well, there ain't nothin'
omitted telling him that they had failed to find
the prints of horses going any further than the strange about that."
"No, there was nothing strange about it at all.
spot where the cattle had tumecl.
"I'm mighty g-lad Jeo come along with you We simplv went as far as the hoofprints showed
folks," the ranJZ"e boss declared, as he turned to and then we gave it up." ·
"Struck a rocky part, I s'pose, so you couldn't
his horse. "Come on. If you're goin' to the
ranch I'll ride along with ycr. I want you to see no prints."
"Something like that," Wild answered. "But
know that I don't bear no grudge against you
for what happened last night. ·I ain't that kine! it's all right. If we don't get them, then we will
later on."
of a man."
In a little while they came upon the two cow"I'm glad to hear you say that." Wild answered,
as he winked at Charlie without being seen by boys and the cattle. The r_ange boss halted and
the fellow. "We met Jep Haskell by accident and after listening to what they had to say about
he seemed to want us to co·me down to the ranch it, complimented them and then bade them see
and heh:> him out, so we thought we would do it. to it tha:t the cattle were well taken care of. He
The girls always like to stop at a ranch-house, then rode on with Wild and Charlie. In less
t1'an an hour they overtook those who had gone
so they can take a little rest."
"I don't see what you have two or three goals ahead of them. When the ranchman saw that
ridin' around with yer when you strike out on the range boss and Wild and the scout seemed
sich long- trips," Malloy observed, shaking his to be on very good terms he was somewhat
head. "I should think you would be afraid that surprised. But he said nothing-, how "er, and
· wola1they would git hurt. From what I've heard say, talked it over with Malloy about the cl
you're - always gitin' into some kind of trouble, that had been done by Jackson and Stumpy.
"Them is the two best men I've g-ot, Jep," the
Young- Wild West."
"That's right, Bart. But that is what ·I like. range boss declared. "I kin always . put deBut you can be sure that ·we never get into an y pendence on 'em. Maybe they wasn't doin' extrouble with honest people. It's always outlaws, actly right in startin' off for town, but see what
road-agents, bad Indians, horse-thieves, or cattle happened from it. If they hadn't done that you
rustlers. When we heard that rustlers were at would have been out forty fine steers."
"That's right, Bart," and the ranchman shot
work on the range of the Sleepy J it struck us
as being just in our line. You can bet that it a glance at Wild as he spoke, for he seemed to
won't take us long to clean up_ the gang. Haskell be thoroughly satisfied now that the two cowsays there's crooked ":ork be.mg done h~re;, and boys had really been the ones who were stealing
the cattle.
we've promised to straighten it out for him.
Malloy was a pretty sharp sort of fellow, and
"I hope you do_ ~traighten jt out, but_ I cai:'t
see how you, comm here as strangers, km do it. ~ he noticed the look the ranchman gave our hero.
"What's the matter, Jep ?" he asked, suddenly.
I'm the boss of t~e cattl~ ,range an_d the men
is all under me., I m workm ,for the interests of · "You seem to act as though you don't think it was
Jep Haskell, an when I don t manage to ketch much of a thing that was done at all"
"Am I actin' that way, Bart?" ·
the ,rustlers, how kin strangers e~pect to do it:"
"Well, you looked at Young- Wild West in a
"Y<?u'n· find it a pretty easy 1:tnng- to do, Bart.
We usually have a. lot of gooq luck. Anyhow, I funny sort of way when you spoke·just then."
"I didn't know as I did. But I didn't mean
feel just as certam that w~ II soon catch the
rustlers and straig-hten out thmgs at the Sleepy J nothin'. I ain't findin' fault 'cause the two men
as I do that I am looking at you this minute." took occasion to ride to town. I've got the cattle
"That's what you c9:ll confide~ce, all rig-ht." and back, an' that makes me feel glad, anyhow."
"But you ain't g-ot 'em back yet, Haskell,"
the range boss spoke_ m a sneerm~ sort of way.
Cheyenne Charlie spoke up. "S'pose them two
"Well, confidence is a ~ood thll;g to have.
rustlers should be hangin' around somewhere an'
suppose you have a lot of it sometimes yourself.
when they find the two men are alone they :m'il!.'ht
"I don't know as I do."
"But you're talking that wav now. You seem take a notion to shoot 'em an' l!.'it .away with
to be confident that we won't be able to do. what the cattle, which they started with."
"They ain' apt to do that," the range boss
we've promised Haskell."
"I can't help thinkin' that way. Didn't I jest declared, shakinl!.' his head and laug-hing. "Rusttell you that if I couldn't do it it ain't likely lers ain't likely to show themselves. They're
workin' on the sly, an' they're a mig-hty clever
that stranl!.'ers kin?"
"Yes, you told us that. But we'll see about it lot, too, or they couldn't do as they've been doin'
later on. Come on. If you're goinl!.' to the sich a long time."
"Of course they couldn't, our hero spoke up,
ranch we'll ride over with you."
Then all three mounted their horses. The fur- shootin2' a warnine: irlance at the scout. "Rart.
0
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I suppose the rustlers take the cattle thev steal
tc> some ranch and dispose of them. Probably
they might drive them over to the W X Ranc_h,
which, I understand, is pretty close to the railroad track."
The range boss gave a violent start as the boy
said this.
"I ain't got no sich idea as that, but you may
b<' right. Whv don't you try an' find out? It's
only sixty miles from our place to the W X."
"Oh, I mean to ride over there between now
and to-morrow night."
"You do, eh?"
"Yes, that's right."
"I'll, go with yer, then."
"If I want you I'll let you know."
"I might be a big help to you, 'cause I'm acquainted with Husker, the head man at the W X.''
"All right, I'll see about it when the time
comes."
The party rode on, halting now and then to
give the horses a breathing spell, and about one
o'clock they came in sight of the ranch, which
lav but a mile away.
·The house was partly hidden by a growth of
trees, which looked cool and inviting, since the
biggest part of the way had been almost devoid
· of anything like trees. As they neared the house
the range boss turned and rode away to the
bunk-house, where the cowboys had their quarters when m from the range.
"Wild," said Haskell, nodding his head approvingly to the young deadshot, "I reckon you ain't
m•de no mistake in what you thought. I ain't,
either. I'm now mo;re than satisfied that my
range boss knows all about the rustlin' what's
been goin' on here. Them two men which he says
is the best ones he's got under him was sartinly
intendin' to git away .with them cattle. Most
likely they meant to go somewhere so they could
meet others to take charge of the cattle. Then
they would have come back, 'cause they didn't
have no intention of goin' to town. We com~
along an' they seen us an' thought it best to make
out they had found the cattle and chased the
rustlers. You'll git 'em, an' that's sartin, but
neve1· mind talkin' about it now. Here we are at
the house, an' there's the old woman standin' in
the doorway lookin' mighty surprised. She will
be awful glad to see the gals, an' I know it.
There's my daughter, too, an' there's little Bill.
See him wave his hat?"
But our friends had already seen the three
he had mentioned. Little Bill was a boy probably ten years old, and the daughter must have
been three or four years older. They were standing near their mother, and all three appeared
to be delighted at seeing the strangers.

CHAPTER IV.-A Sudden Interruption.
"Emma!" cried the ranchman, as he rode up
and brought his broncho to a halt. "I've brought
sc,me visitors. They're goin' to stoP. with us a
couple of days, I reckon. It's Young Wild West,
his partners, an' the gals what go around with
'em. You have heard tell of 'em all, I know,
'cause they've been at Phoenix afore, an' I've
of.en spoke about 'em."

"Yes, yes!" the mistress of the ranch exclaim€d, clapping her hands. "I'm very glad to see
them. We always like visitors.''
"I want to shake hands with Young Wild
West!" cried little Bill, as he ran forward, ignoring all the others but the young deadshot, who
promptly reached down and gripped his hand.
"So do I!" the girl cried, and she, too, ran
forward. "My name is Lizzie," she added. "Lizzie Haskell."
"Glad to meet you, Lizzie. Let me introduce
•
you to Arietta Murdock.''
The girl at once turned to the young deadshot's
sweetheart, and then all hands dismounted and
the introductions were soon made complete.
"I'll bet you're awfully hungry," the boy declared, as he assisted his sister in escorting the
girls into the house. "Mother allowed that pop
would feel like eating a whole lo.t, so she fixed
up enough for half a dozen/ Maybe it won't do
for all of you, but it won't take•long to get something more ready. Me and Lizzie gathered eighty
eggs last night, and if you like eggs you can
have all yo u want.''
There was a . laugh at this, and the mother
chided the boy for having so much to say. Wild
and his partners went with the two Chinamen to
turn the horses into the small corral near the
big barn, the ranchman accompanying them. As
they passed the bunk-house they saw the range
boss standing there puffing away on a cigarette.
He had not yet taken the saddle from his horse,
and seemed to be waiting to say something.
"Anything particular you want me to do, Jep ?"
he asked, as the ranchman paused before him.
"Not jest now, Bart," was the reply. "I reckon
you can turn your horse out.''
"Any of the boys inside?"
"Only the tenderfoot. He's nursin' that ankle
of his. Seems that the swellin' ain't gone clown

"~""You might think you're goin' to make a cow.

boy out of him, but I don't believe it. I was
ag'in hirin' him, anyhow."
"That's all right, Bart. I took pity on the
feller. He seemed anxious to work, an' he was
stranded in Phoenix when I found him. I think
he'll turn out all right, 'cause I've been watchin'
him enough to make me feel that way.''
Just then a young fellow of about twentv came
limping to the door. The moment our hero set
eyes on hi:;i he made up his mind that he was
a stranger in that part of the country. But his
face was frank and open, and he guesse-i right
away that the ranchman was about right in what
he said of him.
"Mr. Haskell, I think I'll be all right in two
or three days. That was a bad fall I had the
day before yesterday, and I haven't quite got
over it yet. But if you'll only give me a chance
I'll try and do the best I can. I'm willing, and
it won't take me long to learn my duties. You
can take my time out while I'm idle, of course.''
"I won't do nothin' of the kind, Sam Radburn,"
Haskell 1·etorted, quickly. "I told you I was
goin' to give you a chance, an' I'm sartinly goin'
to do it. Dont you go to hurryin' things along
too much. You have got a sprained ankle there,
so jest wait till it gits better. I've noticed that
you kin ride a broncho all right, an' that you're
willin' to work. You seem to stand a rough time
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of it, too, an' vou jest stick to it an' vou'll come on going right at work on the tenderfoot. Hat
out at the top of the heap. Never mind what water and liniment were supplied to him nuickly
the range boss or any of the cowboys says. They enouP-h, and for the next twenty minutes he was
always feel a little sore ag'in a tenderfoot."
very busy. Wpen he g-ot through, Sam Radburn
At this Bart Malloy gave utterance to a harsh declared that much of the pain had disappeared,
laugh.
and he thanked the scout, over and ove again..
"It ain't none of my business, Jep," he said, Charlie then went out to the rear of the house
shaking his head. "It ain't my money what's and washed up and quickly joined the others, who
payin' him."
were sitting in the shade of a big tree.
"All right, Bart. . D.o n't say nothin' more about
It was not long that they had to wait before
it, then. If I want to keep Sam Radburn work- Mrs. Haskell called t hem to dinner, and they
in' for me it's m y business. Of course. he's were surprised to find such a bountiful repast
J;?;ot to work under you, 'cause you're the boss of spread ,for them. It was of the plain sort, of
the ranl!e, But I hope you'll give him a show."
ccurse, but tl;iere was plentv of it, and all being
"Oh, I'll g-ive him a show, all right. I've been hungry they did full justice to the meal. Wild
doin' that right along. Jest asked him if I a in't." bad no intentions of going out on the cattle range
"I am not kicking abo1,1: the show I have had,'' right awa y, though he meant to do so before
the tenderfoot spoke up, quickly.
night.
Malloy now took his lmrse by the bridle and
Having nothing else to do after dinner, he
started for the corral, which was but a shor.t sought a sh ady spot along w·th Arietta and the
distance away. The ranchman bade our frie:ids two sat down. Charlie and his wife and Jim and
to · come on, and they followed. A few minutes Eloise were not long in joining them, and the
later the horses were turned out, with the ex- ranchman's children soon came toward them
ception of those carrying the packs. . The two rather timidly, but paused before getting very
Chinamen were not long in unloading them, ho,v- close to them.
ever, and when the outfit was stored in the barn
"Come on,'' said Arietta. "What are you afraid ,
the last two animals were turned in also and were of?"
·
soon cropping up the short grass.
"Mother said we must not be too fresh," Lizzie
"Come on up to the house with us, Sam," the
ranchman said, as they were passing the bunk- answered, quickly.
"Well. never mind that. You are not fresh,
house. "I think we have got some better liniment there than what you've been usin'. We'll I am sure. We are _g-Jad to talk t<l you."
The two then came fo rward eagerly, and notry an' help that sprain along a little."
"This quarters is good enough for me, Mr. ticing that Sa m Radburn was j ust coming out of
Haskell," .the young fellow retorted, shaking his the house, Wild turned tt, little Bill and said:
"Go and tell the t enderfo ot to come over here,
head. "It isn't mv place at the house."
too. We would like t o t alk with him."
"It is if I say so, so come on."
"All r ight" t he boy answered, and he quickly
"Maybe you'll be thinkin' of puttin' him in as
range boss, Jep," spoke up Mallo y. sarcastically. ran to the house.
He was not long in returning with the tender"I never knowed of you takin' a cowboy to the
foot, who limped along with the aid of his cane.
b-0use to doctor him up afore."
"It ain't none of your business, Bart," was the Radburn seemed to be qu;t e willing to talk, an<l
reply. "I r.eckon -you have been to the house he related how he had come from a iittle Ohio
often enoue-h. You have helped drink the liquor town to seek his fortune in the West, but had
I've got more than once, too. You ain't got noth- become stranded at P hoenix , a nd was very glad
in' to kick about. I've always treated you white." to accept a position when Jep Haskell offered it ..
"An' I reckon I've alwa ys treated you the to him.
"I likP life on a ranch ," he declared, when he
same."
1
"Yes , mavbe you have. But it seems that you're had finished that· part of his story. "But the men
down on the tenderfoot, an' that's one reason why I am working with don't seem to t ake a great
I'm goin' to take him to the house. Come on, deal of stock in me. While I admitted that the
range boss had been g iving me a good show, I
Sam."
"If you say so I suppose I must. Y ou.'re the did not mean it. I didn't want to say anything
that would cause trouble between him and Mr.
boss."
•
The young fellow soon came out with a stick Haskell. The fact is, that I haven't been given
for a cane, and a s he walked limpingly along much of a show. It was Molloy's fault that my
horse threw me the day before yesterday. It
Wild kept at his side.
"Let Cheyenne Cl!arlie have a look at your . seems he's been tr ying his best to discourage me,
ankle," the voung dead shot said. "I reckon he and once he indica ted that if I remained here
knows something about such thing:,. He used to very long- I'd get killed. There's something in
help out a surgeon while he was a scout in the the wa of a secret between the range boss and
Government service, and he has learned a whole half a do·zen of the men. I don't know what it
is, and I have no idea, but they seem to think
lot."
"You kin bet your life I have!" the scout ex- that I am spying on them."
"I reckon I know pretty well what the secret
claimed. "Young feller, you have got a putty
• bad ankle. but with some hot water an' liniment is, Sam," our hero said, with a smile. "But I
I sartinly kin git that swellin' down between now won't tell you just now. You take it easy. It
seems that the owner of the ranch is well satisfied
an' night."
"I will be very thankful to you if vou can," to have you here and give you a chance, so you
just stick it out. Perhaps there will be a new
was the reply.
When they reached the house, Charlie insisted range boss before many days."
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"You makee lillee mistakee. Me lookee."
"Do you t hink so? " and the young fello w lookThen Hop reached forward and suddenly aped at the boy in sur pr ise.
"Yes, I have an idea that such will be the pear ed to take a st ick of candy from her ear.
case. But don't ask any Questions. You have
"Well, I never!" exclaimed the ranchman's
heard about the rustling that's been going on wife, breaking into a laugh. "He surely is a
here. of course."
great magician. Children, aon't be afraid of him,
"Yes, there are lots of cattle being lost here for he won't hurt you."
all the time. Calves a nd cows have been disThe boy ate the candy, but the girl refused to ,:
appearing, too, and it seems that t he ra n~e boss dc> so.
and his men can't seem to find out where they
"If he took it from my ear I don't want it,"
go."
she declared. "Anyhow, I 'm too big for candy."
"Well. that's why we are here. We are 11:oing"Me makee somethling velly nicee for lillee
to try and find out about it. There's crooked
gal," Hop declal'Cd. "Me velly smartee
work being done here, :ind Mr. Haskell 'invit ed Melican
us to come down and try and st ra ighten it out . Chinee."
'Then, without waiting t o be told to go· ahead
\Ye havle a wav of doing- such thing-s, you know.
and perfor m a feat of magic, he sat down upoJl
But •Y OU certa inly must have heard of us."
"I am fro m Ohio, and I haven't been in these the g r ound befor e the party and proceeded to
parts very long, Young \\'i kl West," the tender- scrape some dirt into a sma ll heap. Having done
foot answer ed , with a ,;hake of his hea d. "I don 't t his he pr odu ced a seed that looked something
like a n ordinary bean and, holding it in the palm
remember of ever having· heard of you."
"Miirhtv strange," b,Joke u p the scout. "I of his hand, invited every one to have a look at
thought everybody knowed about Young Wild it.
"Wha t is it?" Mrs. H askell a sked.
V.'est. "
"Um velly nicee seed," was the reply. "Me
"Don 't talk that wa", Charlie," the young deadshot said, with a laugh . '" It's mighty seldom we plantee in um glound a nd in five minutes me
sro very far east of the Tiockies, and how should makee velly nicee flower."
"Oh, please do i t, then! "
any one living towar d th, E.tst know about us? "
"And is t he flower g ~rng to be for me?" Lizzie
"It's been in the papers lots of t imes wha t
asked, eagerly.
you have done, Wild."
"Lat light, missie. Me ma kee velly nicee flower
"Yes, that's true enough. But only in the
paper s that are printed in the towns in t his for you."
It was a n old t rick, which our friends had witpa r t of t he country."
After a while Mrs. Haskell came out of t he nessed many t imes. They knew exactly how Hop
house, leavinJ?" the balance of the work to t he performed it, too, but since the others did not
servant , who was a n Indian squaw.
they were quite willing t o let him go ahead. The
She ha d no sooner taken a seat with the girls clever Chinee planted t he bean in the little mound
when who should come upon the scene but Hop of dirt, and t hen drew f orth t he big, yellow silk
Wah, Young Wild West's clever Chinee.
handkerchief he a lways carried with him.
"Velly n icee da y, so- be," he observed, smiling
"Evelybody watchee !" he ca lled out.
blandly and bowing- right and left.
Of course, a ll did watch him, fo r they could not
T he two children looked sur prised, for evident ly help doing so. The tenderfoot was as attentive
t hey though t it quite a n inti·usion for a common as any of t he r est, too, though he h ad already
Chinama n to walk over with the intention of j oin- told Wild that he had seen magicians perform in
ing the party. But when they saw how funny various parts of t he country, and knew pretty
he acted, a nd how polit e he seemed to be, they well what their tricks were. Hop carefully placed
turned t o their mother and the boy said:
the handkerchief over the mound of dir t and
"He' a .funny heathen, isn't he, mother?"
adjusted it so that it remained in the shape of a
"Yes, ·Bill," was the reply. "Your father has pyramid. Having arranged it to his full satisspoken about him of ten . If I am not mistaken faction, he al'ose to his feet and began making
h e is a sort of ma_gic1an, and performs a ll sorts mysterious passes ovel' it with his han ds. He
of wonderful tri cks."
rolled his eyes and looked toward the sky, too,
' Oh !" a nd t he boy promptly got up and ran and began muttering something in a sort of gibover_ to H op. " Sa y," he said, "what is yuur berish that no one could understand. Suddenly
name?"
.
he clapped his hands, a nd then t urning to the
":i\-fe namee Hop Wah; comee flom China. Me little girl, said:
velly sma r tee Chinee."
"Missie, you take uppee u.n handkerchief. Be
.
Then Hop patted him gently on the head, after velly muchee caleful."
which he appeared to suddenly take something
"I don't want to touch it, for I sa w something
from his ear. It was a small stick of candy, and move under it just now," Lizzie a nswered, step- -..
when the boy saw it he gave a c1·y 'lf astonish- ping back.
"Do a s he tells you," the mother spoke u p.
ment.
"You likee ca ndy, so be?" the clever Chinee ob- "Surely you are not afraid of H op Wah , Young
served, blandly. "Ea tee velly muchee quickee." Wild West's clever Chi nee!"
He then quickly walked over to the girl, who
"You do it, mother," the girl said.
seemed to be somewhat afraid of him.
"No, you t ake u p t he handkerchief. Take hold
"Me no hurtee," Hop said, coaxingly. "Me see of it by one corner and lift it gentl y."
somethling in you ear."
After some hesitation the girl did so. A s she
. "Tl,n-e ai n't anything in my ear," Lizzie a n- removed the handkerchief she gave utterance to a
1
$:,v,-,1~"'
,-.nn1 e. \v11a" ;.harulY.
cry of surprise an d j oy, for apparently growinjt
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cowboys from the W X Ranch, or that they might
be strangers lookin' for a job. As soon as they
got close to us they commenced shootin'. A couple
of 'em rode around an' headed off the steers, an'
then we had a lively time of it. More than one
bullet whizzed past my head, an' I done some
shootin' then, too. I'm .dead sure I shot one of
'em in the arm, 'cause I seen his arm hangin' at
his side as he went away. But there wasn't no
chance for us, so we had . to let the cattle go an
look out for ourselves."
"It's a blame wonder we didn't git .shot full of
holes," •Jackson spoke up. "I got a bullet through
my shirt-sleeve. Here's the hole."
He showed where the garment had been torn by
a bulet or something else, but Wild paid little attention to it.
"There were six or eight of them, you say?" he
said, questioningly.
.
"Seven, I counted, though Stumpy said there
wasn't but six."
"They turned the steers around and started
along on the back track, then?"
"No, they lit out over that way," and he pointed
to the west.
"Why, that isn't the W X Ranch, is it?"
"No, but what's the W X got to do with this?"
"I thought perhaps the rustlers meant to take
CHAPTER V.-The Rustlers Are Found.
the · cattle there."
There was much exultation in the manner of
"I don't see what they would take 'em there for.
the range boss as he made the somewhat startling Husker sartinly wouldn't take in no stolen cattle."
announcement. Young Wild West was on his
"All right. We'll find out where they went.
feet in an instant.
The rustlers may have a place to hide them not a
"Corne on, boys," he said, nodding to his two great way distant. If they have you can bet we'll
partners. "I rnckon it's time for us to get out on soon locate them."
the range. Mrs. Haskell, I wish you would call
At this the two men exchanged glances, and
your husband. I would like to have him with us." both appeared to be rather uneasy.
"Jep had to lie down and take a nap. He says
"Git fresh horses an' we'll go with 'em," the
he didn't sleep very good last night," the woman range boss called out just then. "Young Wild,_
answered, as she hastened for the house. "Just West has come here tq straighten out things.
like him, and when he's got company, too."
He says there's crooked work at the Sleepy J, so
As our hero and his partners started for the let him show us how to fix things up."
Charlie and Jim had gone on to the corral,
corral to get their horses. Arietta ran after them.
"I am going, too, Wild," the girl exclaimed. which was but a short distance away, and when
"Don't say I can't, for I feel just like having a Wild got there with the cowboys they were already
lively ride over the range."
saddling their horses. The young deadshot had
"Come on, all of you!" Cheyenne Charlie shout- no difficulty in catching Spitfire, for all he had
ed, as he beckoned to his wife and Eloise. "If to do was to whistle and the animal came trotwe find that we've got to go too far you kin come ting toward him. But the girls were going, too,
back. But I reckon we won't have to go so far so it took some little time to get all the horses
afore we ketch the rustlers, eh, Wild?"
ready. Finallv all were mounted, and then they
"Not very far," the young deadshot answered. rode off over the level stretch of land toward a
small range of hills two or three miles distant.
"But keep quiet, Charlie."
The range boss had heard what the scout said, With fresh horses, Stumpy and Jackson seemed
and he looked at him in a peculiar sort of way, as quite at their ease and kept along with the rest.
though he could not quite understand his manner. When they were perhaps a quarter of a mile
When Wild reached the bunk-house he found from the ranch a shout sounded behiJ;1d them and
the two cowboys they had met that !horning. then they looked back and saw Jep Haskell riding
Their bronchos were covered with foam and were swiftly to overeake them.
standing with drooping heads close at hand.
"I reckon the old woman woke him up all right,"
"Had a little bad luck, eh?" our hero said, as Cheyenne Charlie observed, with a-chuckle, as he
he nodded to them and smiled. "The rustlers nodded to Anna. "Gal, you don't never have to
wake me up like that, do yer? I ain't in the
~ere bound to get the cattle, I see."
«That's jest what they was, Young Wild .West!" habit of takin' a nap after dinner. I don't never
St11ropy exclaimed.r "We couldn't make the steers have time."
"That's right, Charlie," she answered, with a
go but jest so far, an' we didn't git more than five
miles this side of the place where you met us when smile. "You would be afraid that something
along comes six or eight horsemen. They was . might happen you wouldn't be able to. take part
strangers to us, but we thought they might be in if you took a nap in the afternoon. But I

over the mound of dirt was a little bush with a
beautiful red flower at the top of it. A fragrant
odor came from it, too, and delighted at the sight
of it, though there were plenty of all sorts of
flowers growing about the ranch, Lizzie turned to
Hop, eagerly, and said: .
"It is for me, just for me."
"Lat light, missie," and then Hop quickly broke
off the stem and handed her the flower, which was
really nothing more than one made of paper and
scented with cologne. While they were all talking
about the wonderful feat of magic, hurried footsteps were heard, and the next moment the range
boss was seen running to the spot.
"Hey, there, Young Wild West!" he called out,
"I reckon there's somethin' for you to do. Jackson
an' Stumpy has jest got in, an' they're mighty
lucky to be alive. A gang of rustlers come along
a little after we left 'em an' took the cattle away
from 'em. They didn't have no chance, 'cause
there wa~ too many ag'in 'em, though they tried
mighty hard to keep 'em from gittin' away with
the steers. Where's Jep? I reckon this rustlin'
business has got__,.,to stop,"
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don't blame Mr. Haskell. I su ppose he · dian't
sleep well last night because it was a strange
bed."
"What's all this here about, anyhow, boys?"
the ranchman yelled, as he rode up and joined the
range boss and the two cowboys. "You had ter let
them cattle be took from you, eh? Well, this is
what I call a putty piece of business. Blamed if
there ain't somethin' crooked for fair here, an'
Um gain' to find out jest what it is afore the day
is over. I don't believe there was any rustlers."
"What's that, Jep?" Bart . Malloy a sked, an
angry flush showing on his face. "You t alk jest
as though the boys is tellin' a lie."
"Maybe they are, Bart," was the quick reply.
"Maybe you're somewhat of a liar yourself."
"I'd like to know what you mean by that, Jep?
I've done my level best to do your work for yer,
an' now you're tryin' to &p,Y things that makes
me out a crook."
"All right, then. I won't take back nothin' what
I said. You have got ter help git hold of the
rus~lers afore I'.11 stop suspicionin' yer. I've got
an idea that you know all about what's been goin'
on here."
"Hold on, Haskell," Wild called out, for he was
not far en.rugh aw.ay to fail to overhear what
was said. "I wouldn't accuse them of knowing
anything about it until I was sure about it."
"Sure about it, eh? Malloy called out, angr°ily.
"Maybe you have got some suspicions about it,
too."
"Maybe I have," was the reply. "Don't you
think it seems rather strange that this thing
should happen? It's a pretty queer sort of story,
I think. All three of you fellows have told me
that you didn't know there were strangers about
these parts, and yet lots of steers, cows and calves
have been stolen."
"That's right, too. It ain't likely rustlers is
goin., to let you know they're around if they kin
help it."
.
"No, of course not. But it seems mighty strange.
Now I haye g.ot an idea that we are not going to
be over a couple of hours in finding where the
cattle are. If we don't find any one around the1·e
I will be compelled to think that Jackson and
Stumpy took the cattle there themselves, and ;that
you told them to do it." ·
·
"Young Wild West," exclaimed the range boss,
reaching for his revolver, "I don't like that kind
of talk, an' unless you take it back me an' 'y ou is
goin' to have it out right here."
"I am ready to do that, Bart. Come on out of
the way, so no one will be in danger of getting
hit by a bullet. I don't like you, and I want you to
know it right now. Of course, you don't like me,
either, for you think I came ·down here to interfere with your business. Come on out her e."
The range boss cooled down instantly when he
saw that the bov was in earnest.
"I reckon v.e'll wait until you have found out
you're mistaken in what you think of me," he
said, l'ather mildly. "If we got to fightin' we
wouldn't stand much of a chance of findin' no
rustlers."
"All right, just as you say. I'll be ready whenever you are."
Then, with a laugh, the young deadshot rode
back and was soon at the side of his- sweetheart

again. Presently the ranchman rode up and got
upon the other side of our hero.
.
"Just the man I want to see, Mr. Haskell," Wild
said, in a low tone of voice, as he leaned close to
the rider. "Just show me the direction in which
the W X Ranch lies.'\
"Right over there," and the ranchman pointed ,
to the northeast. "Them hills is about five miles
from here, an' you have got to go over the top
of 'em afoxe you strike the level ground ag'in . .
Then it's almost straight ridin' clean up to the
railroad track."
"Very well, then. We'll go over to -the hills.
I reckon there's plenty of hiding-places among
them where the cattle might be concealed. I suppose the rustlers had time to get them there."
"Oh, yes! If the cattle come on five miles this
way afore the rustlers got hold of 'em they might
be there in them hills by this time."
"There's where we'll go, then."
When they had gone on 'for three or fQur miles
Stumpy rode forward and called out:
"There ain't no use in goin' in that direction
Young Wild. West. I told yer that the cattle wa~
drove off to the west. You're goin' dead wrong."
"Never mind what you . told me. We'll go
around this way, and if w.e don't find anything
of them we'll turn to the west."
"We'll go the other way, then."
"~11 right, go ahead. That will be a good idea,
for 1f we fall to find out anything you might succeed."
The young deadshot watched the three men
under suspicion as thev turned and left them,
and he could easily tell that they were not a
little worried over something. In a little while
they had disappeared from view over a rise, and
then Wild and his companions reached the foot
of the first big hill. The ranchman had been
there before, of ~course, so he showed the way
around the hill, and then they struck a gully that
wound its way along for several miles, so he said."
They continued ori ·yntil about an hour had
passed since they set out from the ranch. Though
the horses of Young- W-ild West and his friends
had covered a good bit of ground that day they
did n.ot seem to be any more tired than the fresh
horse the ranchman was riding.
But they w~re u sed to that sort of thing, so
there was nothing really strange about it, after
all. There were no tracks to be found, either
those made by horses or cattle in the gully, but
the young deadshot insisted on continuing on in
that direction. Not until they had covered nearly
t wenty miles did they see anything that looked at
all suspicious. Then a faint column of smoke
was di~overed rising from behind a high cliff.
The afternoon was pretty well advanced now, and
the horses were beginning to show signs of being
tired.
"Girls," the young deadshot sard, as he turned
in the saddle, "I'm sorry we took you along now,
for we are getting too far away from the ranch.
Probably it wouJd be a good idea for you to turn
and ride back. You can let your -horses go a little
slowly. and maybe we'll overtake you before you
get there."
"Just as you say, Wild, but I would like to stay
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with you long enough to find out what that smoke
means," Arietta answered.
"You know pretty well what it means, little
girl. That smoke comes from a camp-fire, and
no doubt we will find the rustlers there. There
will be some shooti_ng, however, if we do, so you
take my advice and go on back with Anna and
Eloise. You will have- no trouble a t all, for you
can follow the trail easily enoug h."
"All right, Wild. W e'll go, then. Be careful
and don't make a target of yourself, if there is
anv shooting going on."
The ·b.oy laughed lightly at this , and then Ari•
etta, Anna and Eloise turned and rode on back,
going along at a'n easy pace. T hey were soon
lost to view, and just then our hero decided that
thev were close enough to the smoke t o hecome
ca utious. He gave the word for all hands to
bring their horses down to a walk, and then turnir..g to the ranchman, said:
"What do vou think about it, Mr. Haskell?"
"It looks as though we're e-ittin' mighty close
to our game, Wild," was the repl y. "Maybe after
all it's a gang of strangers what's been doin'
the rustlin'."
"Maybe it is, but I have an idea they are · not
strangers. Where are all your men to-day?"
"Out workin' on the range, I s 'pose."
"How many men have you got, anyhow?"
"Sixteen now. I generally have more later in
the fall, when I round up my stock."
"That means that there are thirteen away
somewhere."
· "No, only twelve. I was countin' the tenderfoot, you know."
"Oh, I see.· Well, how many of the twelve do
you think you could really trust?"
"I did think I could trust 'em all. But it ain't
likely we'll find 'em all tog-ether. There's four
men awav over to the west part of the range, I
know. They've g-ot the wagon over there, an'
they're huntin' up all the strays that went in
that direction."
"And the other eight might be here, then."
"They might be, but I don't see what they're
.
doin' here."
"We'll soon find out, anyhow. Come on."
The e-ully took a sharp turn just then, and
when they came out about a hundred yards further they found a place where it branched _off
with quite an open spot lying between. A high
pile of rocks lay a short distance ahea d, and
from behind this the smoke came. As they
rode toward this, their horses at a walk, Wild
suddenly caught sight of a s mall bunch of cattle.
He g-ave vent t o an exclamation of satisfaction,
and then motioned for his companions to r emain
silent.
•"There are your steers, Mr. Haskell," he said,
coolly. "Now, then, we'll see whQ has got the
fire burnine- there."
· Then he started his horse forward at a gallop,
and the rest followed his example. As tliev rode
up toward the pile of rocks a man suddenly came
running f,-~m behind it. He gave a start of surprise and quicklv turned back, waving his hands
excitedly.
· "Did you see that fellow?" Wild asked the
ranchman.
"Yes, he's one of my men," was the quick reply.
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"I thought ·so. Now come on and be ready to
shoot."
Around the oile of rocks the young deooshot
rode, Cheyenne Charlie following him closely,
while Jim and the ranchman were not far behind.
Eight men were standing close to their horses
a s though partly of a mind to mount and ride
away. But when they saw the ranchman they
remained still and waited for him to speak.
."What does this mean, boys? What are you
·
doin' away over here?" R ask.ell demanded.
"We come after them cattle," one of them answered, as he pointed to the steers that were not
far dist ant.
~'Come after 'em, eh? How did you know they
was over here?"
"We seen 'em bein' drove this way."
"You did, eh? Well, I reckon it's all up with
yer. I've f ound yer out, an' every man of yer
is goiri' to git a rope around his neck. You hear
what I say? I'm Jep Haske 1, an' I'm r-unnin'
thine-s on the Sleepy J Ranch."
"Look out, boys," one of them, who seemed to
be a sor-t of leader, cried, as he suddenly drew
his revolver.. "I ain't goin' to be taken alive,
an' you're fools if you are."
Then he fired a shot which narrowly missed
·
Cheyenne Charlie's head.
"Whoopee! whoopee! Wow! wow!" yelled the
scout, and he promptly retaliated bv sending a
bullet through the fleshy part of the rascal's arm.
But that was all the shooting there was done
then, for Young Wild West had the gang covered.
"Gentlemen," he said, sarcastically, "I reckon
you .fellows don't know how to fight. You haven't
got sand enough in you to put up a fight, anyhow. You heard what your boss said just now,
and you can make up vour minds that it is
all up with you. Now, then, take my advice and
hold your hands over your heads. If you don't,
$Orne of you will drop in a hurry!"
"Jep," cried one of them as he quicklv threw
up his hands and turned his face toward the
ranchman, "this is all a mighty big mistake. I
don't know what you mean, an.yhow."
"You don't, eh? Well, I ain't goin' to bother
ter tell yer, then. J a ckson an' Stumpy turned
them steers over to you an' you drove 'em over
this way. Now I want to know where vou in·
tended to take 'em?"
"We didn't intend to take 'em nowheres."
"You ddin't, eh? Now what's the use of lyin'?
Don't think that you'll save yourself by tellin' a
lie, 'cause I know where you intended to tak~
•
'em?"
"Did Stumpy an' Jackson tell yer?" the ' man
asked, as he h ung his head.
"Never mind what t hev told me. But the point
is just this : Where has a ll the steers, cows an'
calves been took to that's been rustled from my
range?"
"How do I know?"
" Speak up quick," and the ranchman showed
his teeth, something in the fashion of an angry
wolf, while at the same time he leveled his revolver at the man's breast.
"Most likely you know all about it, anyhow,
so I'll tell yer. As far as I know, all the stock
what's been stole has been took over to the W X.
There's men there what's been maetin' us e-,ery
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time we took away some of the cattle. There's
some of 'em what's due here now. I'm mighty
sorry they didn't some afore you got here, 'cause
the~we wouldn't have got caught like this."
''You're mighty sorry, eh? Well, I ain't. I'm
.
mighty irlad."
Jim Dart had dismounted · by this time, and
he coolly proceeded to take the weapons from the
cowboys, who had all raised their hands over
their heads I and were standing in meek submission. Jim had barely accomplished his task when
the clatter of hoofs sounded a short distance
away.
"The crowd from the W X are coming!" Dart
exclaimed. "Look out. Wild!"
The next minute five horsemen came in view
from behind a projection of rock a hundred yards
away.
CHAPTER Vl.---Hemmed In By the Rustlers.
No one knew the lay of the land better than
the range boss and the two "Villains_ with him.
,•"!'hey rode straight for a ridge some distance
away, and, reaching it, dismounted and got down
to the other side. Then they pushed forward ali;nost due east. hopin,.,. to get to their companion,;;
ir. crime in time to save them.
"There's jest one thin!!' about it," Malloy said,
as they were riding swiftly along, "if they ketci1
the rest of the gang with the cattle some of 'em
will tell the whole thing. Then us' three will
come in for our punishment, too. We've been
foolin' Haskell an' a few of his men about long
enough, I s'pose. It couldn't last 1forever, that's
s~rtin. I was tryirt' my best to git rid of that
tenderfoot, for I had an idea that he was suspicious that somethin' was wrong. One dav he
asked me if I didn't think it might be possible
that some of the boys in the employ of Haskell
was doin' the rustlin'. When a feller gits talkin'
that way you have got to look out for him, an'
that's why I've been tryin' to discourage him an'
make him quit his job."
"It ain't likely he'll quit now," declared Stumpy.
'.'Haskell will keep him in spite of anything, especially if he finds out for fair that we've been
<loin' the rustlin'."
"I don't see how he kin find it out jf we kin
git to the boys in time, so they can't be caught
red-handed. We'll do our best, anyhow, 'cause
we're cuttin' off a couple of miles by -goin' this
.
way."
All three seemed quite hopeful now, and they
kept their bronchos going at a swift gallop. Mile
after mile was covered, and at length thev were
foreed to come to a halt to give the animals a
chance for a little rest. The sun was getting
closer down toward the western horizon all the
time, and finally as. the three villains came to
the ~ully, less than a mile from the spot where
their rascally companions had halted to cook something to eat, they suddenly heard the clatter of
.
hoofs.
"Some one's comin', boys!" cried the range
boss, as he quickly reined in his horse. "Git
around behind these rocks. Maybe it's Young
Wild West an' the r!'!st of 'em comin' back. If
they're comin' back it li-eans tllat they ain't found
'em, an' that they've give it up as far as goin'
In this direction is concerned." · ·

•
They had barely time to get their horses behind
the rocks the leader spoke of when Arietta, Anna
and Eloise came in sight. When tpey saw tllat
the girls were alone the villains became much
elated.
"Here's our chance, boys. We'll stop them
gals an' ask 'em a few questions. If we find
out that the rest has gone on an' found the .'r est
of the boys, the only thing we kin do i$ to take
one of 'em an' hold her a prisoner. Then we
kin force Young Wild West ter come to terms.
I've seen s/ch things done afore, an' I know it's
about the onlv way out of it now. But .maybe
the boys ain't been found, an' if that's the case
we'll let the ·g-als go on abou.t their bmdness,
'cause it wouldn't do to· interfete' with them then.'!
The villain's companions had no chance to make
,a reply to what he said, for ju·st then the g-irls
came up at a ·canter and were nearly past them
when out rode the range boss, . waving- his hat.
"Hello, gals !" he called out. "Wait a minute."
The three girls were surprised when they saw
the range boss and the two cowboys ride out.
But they broug-ht their horses to a halt, for they
had no real reason for fearing them just then.
"Excuse me, bt;t where's Young- Wild West?"
Malloy said, as ne ·took off his hat and bowed
politely.
"He has gone on with his partners and Mr.
Haskell," Arietta answered, quickly.
"They didn't find the cattle, did they?'"
"Not yet, but they soon will, for they have
found a camp not far away. I wanted to go
with them, but Young- Wild West thoug-ht therel
might be some shooting- done, so he insisted .that
we should come back."
"Found a camp, eh? Did you see it?"
"No, I saw the smoke coming from the fire,
that's all," Arietta answered, coolly.
"You did, eh? I s'pose it must be the campfire of the rustlers what's got the cattle."
"Exactly. I think you know who the rustlers
are. too."
"You're mistaken, gal. I'm boss of the Sleepy
J range, an' I ain't s'posed to know who the
cattle-thieves are, unless I kin see 'em. Even
then I mig ht not be a cquainted with 'em."
Arietta made no reply, but started her horse,
at the same time nodding- to Anna and Eloise to
come ori.
"Hold on. gals !" Malfov cried, suddenly, as he
rode u'p to Arietta's side. "Don't be :ih, a hurry,
you especially."
The girl · was expectine: something of the kind
and . as quick as a flash, she drew a revolver and •
thrust the muzzle almost in his face.
"Get back!" she exclaimed. "If you dare lay
hands on me I'll drop you dead!"
"Rah!" exclaimed Malloy, savagely. ''So you're
putting up a fight, are yer? All right, my prej;ty
one. There's no use ir\ lettin' this thing- g-o any
forther, for I s'pose Young Wild West will surprise the boys over there with the cattle, . an'
then the whole thing will be out. Gal, you said
I knowed who the rustlers was, an' ycu spoke
jest right. I do know. But don't you think that
I'm in with 'em, for I ain't."
The villain was changing his tactics again, for
it had occurred to him that should he make Arietta a prisoner it would be all the worse for him.
"The men what's been takin'' Haskell's cattle
/
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has been friends to me, an' I've shielded 'em a speed, while the villains galloped along after
whole lot, though I s'pose I've done wrong about them. Just as they came in. sight of Wild anrl
it," went on the range boss. "You jest put that his companions, five strange cowboys .were seen
galloping toward the spot. Anna . and Eloise
gun down now, an then ride on to the ranch."
"You just get back a ways and hold up your were almost afraid to go ahead any further, ' but
Arietta urged them on. Then she called out
hands!" Arietta answered.
The range Boss now saw that both Anna and loudly:
"Look out, Wild! The range boss and two of
Eloise had revolvers in their hands, and that
they were ready to use them. He turned his his men are right behind us."
Crack! crack! crack! The approaching cowhorse and rode back about twenty feet and haltboys opened fire on our friends at that moment,
ed, shaking his head, sadly.
"Boys; they're all makin' an awful mistake, and the fight was on.
ain't they?" he said, shaking his head, sadly.
"They sartinlv are," Stumpy declared. "That's
what we git for stickin' to theJJ\ what's been
CHAPTER VII.-Ready for tbe Finish.
·
friends to us."
"And maybe it will be ·the means of us gittin'
When Young Wild West saw the five cowbovs
ropes around our necks," added Jackson.
Arietta was doing plenty of thinking all the riding toward the spot he did not fear any great
time. She knew quite well that the three men danger from them.
But just then hoofbeats sounded from the diwere as deep into the business a.s any of the
rest, and she felt it was necessary to go back rection they had come, and when the young deadand let Wild know that they were so close by, shot saw his sweetheart riding forward with
for it mhdU be that thev would be able to come Anna and Eloise following her closely, he knew
right away that something was wrong. When
UJ• unobserved and shoot the young deadshot and
his companions down from the cover of the rocks she finally shouted out the warning he decided
that things were getting pretty hot.
and · bushes.
"Get to cover, boys!" he exclaimed. "They are
"Girls," she said, in an undertone, without looking at either Anna or Eloise, "we must turn and coming from both directions, and the chances are
go back again. We must let them know that we'll have to do a lot of shooting."
It was just then that the five cowboys opened
the range boss and the other two fellows are
here. It makes no difference if we fail to get fire on them. But, fortunately, none of the bullets
back to the ranch until late. We have got a duty took effect. At the risk of making a target of
himself, Young Wild West ran out to meet the
to perform now, so let's do it."
"Anything you say, Arietta," Eloise answered, girls.
"This way!" he called out.
though her face was very pale, for she generally
Crack! crack! Two more shots were fired from
became frightened when a serious danger threatthe rascally men belonging to the W X Ranch.
ened them.
"When you are readv you kin go on, 'cause we But they had taken pains to stop before they got
ain't goin' to bother yer. You needn't be afraid very close and proved to be poor marksmen. Wild
got the l!'irls into a little hollow that was surof that," Bart Malloy called out.
on three sides by high rocks.
"We are going now," the brave girl answered, rounded
As Charlie and Jim ran to assist the newcomers
still keeping the revolver in her hand.
was left alone with the
Then she turned her horse and started back in to dismount the ranchman
of the latter had been bound
the direction the three had just come from. Anna prisoners. None been
disarmed, and their weap~
and Eloise followed her example, while the three though they had
ons were lying in a heap on the ground. The
villains looked on in dismay.
fellow Charlie had shot in the arm seemed to have
"Goin' back, eh?" Malloy called out.
"Can't you see that we are?" came the reply more thought than any of the rest, for he suddenly leaped forward and grabbed a gun from the
·
from Arietta.
"Goin' to teII Young Wild West that we stopped pile.
"Light out!" he exclaimed, hoarsely.
yer?" ·
This was quite enough, and the rest immediately
"Never mind what we are going to tell Young
followed, regardless of the fact that Haskell
Wild West."
One fell with a
"I reckon we'll go with yer, an' if there's any promptly opened fire on them.
shots
fightin' done we'll help yer out. Jest 'cause I've bullet in the calf of his leg, but theinother
much less
had a few words with Young Wild West don't went wild, and the result was that
mean that I ain't as anxious to ketch the rustlers time than it takes to record it the rustlers had
as he is. If it's some of Husker's men what's succeeded in getting behind some rocks a short
been doin' the stealin' it may be somewhat my distance away.
"It's too bad!" Young Wild West exclaimed,
fault. But I'm willin' ter show that I'm ready
to be fair an' square, an' if the boys fight they'll shaking his head. "I'm sorry I didn't ' keep a
watch on them. We are in for it now, and that's
have to take what thev git. I'll help you out."
There was really no way of preventing them certain."
Crack! crack! Two shots were fired from a
from following them along, and though the three
girls were anything but pleased at the arrange- point off to the left, and the bullets flattened
ment, they said nothing. As they neared the against the rocks not far above the heads of Charsi:,ot where they had turned to come back the lie and Jim.
"The range boss is at work, too, I see," the
-three girls suddenlv heard a shot fired not far
young deadshot said, in his cool and easy way.
ahead of them. Then another sounded.
Away they rode, urging their horses to top · "All right. They have got us hemmed in, and I
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suppose we'll have to stay here a while. Girls,
just keep close to the ground over there under
that Ii ttle ledge."
The cowboy Haskell had wounded lay upon the
ground a short distance away. He was moaning
with pain, but none of our friends offered to go
and assist him. If they had done so they would
have drawn the fire of the villains, who, with the
exception of the range boss and Jackson and
Stumpy, had got together now. Young Wild West
crouched behind a rock, revolver in hand. He
could hear the voices of the men and also the,
sounds they made in moving about. But they did
not show themselves from behind the rocks. Presently he saw the cattle moving, and then he knew
that they must have devised a way to start them
going. The next minute he saw what was the
cause of it. Bart Malloy and his two men had
ridden up and started the cattle. They had also
managed to make the horses belonging to the eight
cowboys go along- with them. Wild waited until
he saw the sign of a human being arid then wHhout the least hesitation he took a Quick aim with
his revolver and pulled the trig-g-er.
Crack! As the report rang out he had the satisfaction of seeing a pair of hands ·go up in the
air while a sharp cry sounded at the same time.
"There goes one of them," he said, coolly. "I
couldn't help it, though, for it is a case of fight
it out now. They would surely shoot me if they
got the chance, but I am not going to let them get
the chance if I can help it."
It would have been extreme foolhardiness for
our friends to mount their horses and try and
stop the rustlers from driving away the cattle, so
they did the wise thing by rem~ining right where
they were. In a very few minutes the sounds
made by the hurrying cattle and the hoofbeats of
the horses that were driving them began gradually to die out. They were going on through the
crooked trail that wound along between the hills.
"Wild, they sartinly have got the best of us,"
declared Cheyenne Charlie, shaking his head,
sadly. "The whole bunch of 'em has got away,
an' they've got them cattle with 'em."
"That's -all right, Charlie, but they'll never get
the cattle to the place they intend to take them.
They'll have the best of us. as long as we are in
among these hills. But just let us get out into
the open once and then I'll soon show you how
we will trim them in short order."
"Do you intend to keep right after them, Wild?"
Arietta asked, after a short silence.
"I certainly do, Et," was the reply. "I am
going to' follow them straight to the W X Ranch
if it is necessary. I said I was going to run down
the gang of rustlers and I mean to do it. They
have got the best of us just now, but our turn
will come later on. Maybe it won't be until tonight or perhaps to-morrow. But I don't mean
to go' back· to the Sleepy J Ranch u!1til we h1:1ve
straightened out the crookedness thats been gomg
on there."
"Hooray! hooray!" shouted Cheyenne Char~ie,
waving his hat. "That's the way ter talk, Wild.
You kin bet vour life I'll stick to you as long as
I'm able to pull a trigger."
"Me, too!" Jim Dart cried.
"And I'll help along all I can," Arietta said, her
eyes flashing with determination.

"Them men will never dare to go back to the
ranch to look for their wages, that's sartin,"
Haskell observed, his eyes flashing. "I s'pose we
had better look after that feller what's hurt. I
reckon it's safe now, ain't it, Wild?"
"Yes, I think it is perfectly safe," the young
deadshot answered. "I'll go out and see to him."
Suiting the action to the words he quickly stepped around a boulder and advanced to the wounded cowboy, who was lying upon the ground about
thirty yards distant.
"You are not feeling very well, I reckon," the
boy said, looking at him with the vestige of a
smile on his face. "Very thankful the bullet did
not find your heart, I suvpose?"
"Do somethin' to stop the pain, won't ye.r,
please?" the man called out, pleadingly. "The
bullet smashed a bone, an' it's hurtin' me awful."
"Can't you walk if I help you?"
"No, no!"
"Try it, anyhow," and then Wild stooped and,
taking him by the arms, tried to lift him upon his
feet.
But he found that it was useless • to try and
make him walk, so he called to Charlie to come
and help him. The two then carried him behind
the rocks and laid h~m gently on the g round. .
"Now then, Charlie, get at work and see how
badly he is wounded," our hero said, nodding to
the scout.
"All right, Wild," was the reply, and he went
right at it.
"Ht. s been hollerin' a _whole lot," he said, after
he had made a quick examination, "but I reckon
he's mistaken about the bone hein' hurt. The
bullet went right on through the fleshy part of his
leg. It might hurt him a whole lot, but if it's attended to right an' he's kept quiet he'll be able to
g-it around ag'in in a coule of weeks-that is, if
he ain't hung- afore that time. They hang- rustlers
down this way, so I've heard tell."
"Hang me now, then," came the quick reply
from the cowboy. "I'm deservin' of it, an' I know
it. But it's all the fault of the rnnge boss. He
put this thing in our heads, an' after we had run
off a few cattle an' got paid putty good for 'em
we begun to think that the business was all right,
an' that Haskell could spare what we took. I'm
mighty sorry I ever had anything to do with it
now, but it's too late. If I've got .to be hung, do
it now an' put me out of my misery."
"What's the fellow's name, Mr. Haskell?" Wild..
asked.
"They call him Soapy," was the reply. "I don't
know whether he's got any other name or not,
'cause I never asked him."
"My right name is Dick Grant," the cowboy
spoke up. "Soapy is only a nickname. I'm a
rustler now, but I used to be an honest man. It's
all the fault of Bart Mallov. He's the worst man
I ever met, an' the most deceitful one, too. He's
been foolin' you right along, J ep Haskell, an'
every time I've been around where you was I've
always felt as though I was likely to be shot. I
was ashamed of what I was doin', but it's too
late now, an' it was then, I s'pose, 'cause after I'd
stole the cattle the first timi: I was as bad as Mal•
loy."
"Well, you're not as bad as some men I've met,"
our hero said, shaking his head. "Just take it
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easy. There might 'be such a thing as you escaping being hanged. You seem to be willing to tell
all you know, and that means a whole lot."
"Yes, I'll tell all I know," spoke up the man,
eagerly. "If I ever git well an' git the chance I'll
turn over a new leaf for fair."
"You'll git well, all right, if you live Jong
enough, as I said afore," Charlie •spoke up just
then as he was busy putting a bandage about the
wou:ided leg. "I'll fix it so you kin be put on
horseback putty soon, an' then you kin go along
with us."
"You'll take me back to the ranch, then?"
"We'll take you right over to the W X Ranch,
I reckon. That's where we're goin' 'cause we've
got to git the rest of the bunch."
"You had better not go over there. Husker is
a mighty bad man. He's worse than Bart Malloy.
He's th.e only man that's been buyin' all the cattle,
you know, He drives 'em up the railroad track
as fast as his cowboys gits 'em, an' every now an''
then he puts 'em in cars an' ships 'em away.
He's got the same brandin'-mark as Haskell has,
an' that makes it easy for him ter do it."
"How long has he been usin' that kind of a
mark?" the 1·anchman spoke up, sharply.
"Ever since he's been here. When he took hold
of the rancb he changed the brandin'-mark so it
would be the same as the nearest one to him. He
done that for a purpose, of course."
"Well I wish I'd knowed that. I was over there
a coup!~ of times, but I never thought of lookin'
at any of his steers close enough to see what the
mark was."
"I heard him say that he had as much right to
that kind of a brand as any one else, but, of
course it was done so you wouldn't be able to
pick o~t any of your steers if you happened to
think they had been took over there. You couldn't
do it to save your life, Jep."
"Maybe I couldn't. But there's a few in this
bunch what's been drove along ahead of us that
I could pick out, an' don't you forgit it."
Charlie was not long in dressing the wound,
and when he had done so the cowboy declared that
he felt much better.
" Anything you want me to do now I'll do," he
declared earnestly. "I ain't goin' to plead for
my life,' 'cause I'm deservin' of bein' h~nged, an'
that's all there is to it. But I would hke to see
Bart Malloy get what he deserves. Maybe I was
foolish for listenin' to him, but if he hadn't coaxed
me an' told me sich fine stories I never would have
done it. A man kin be led off, that's sartin."
"Well, boys," our hero spoke up just then, "I
see no need of stayillg here any longer. The
rustlers have gone on with the cattle. We may
as well follow them and see what can be done.
Of course, we'll be able to make them leave the
cattle behind them after we get out into the open.
But while we are among the hills we had better go
slowly." ·
They now looked atound for one of the horses
the rascally cowboys had been riding. But none
was left there, so there was really no chance of
taking Soapy, the wounded man, with them.
"The only thing we kin do is to fix him up comfortable like an' leave him here till we come back,
Wild," the scout said, when he had thought it
over.
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"Yes, that's right. L guess it will be all right.
We can leave some water within his reach, and if
we don't get back this way again till morning he
certainly won't starve."
"Don't leave me here!" the man pleaded, and
then he . burst into tears.
"We can"t be bothered with you, for there is no
use of tryin.,g to take a wounded man along·, riding double. You'll have to stay here, Soapy." In
spite of his pleadings; they made him as comfortable .as they could and then all hands mounted
and started on the trail. It was an easy one to
follow, and in less than half an hour, though they
were riding rather slowly, they came to a straight
stretch and saw the villains half a mile ahead of
them. Wild called a halt and then, dismounting,
he climbed to an eminence of rock and took a look
ahead. But he soon decided that there would be
no chance of getting the best of the villains, for
there were so many places for them to hide behind and form an ambuscade that it would not
do to take the risk.
"We have got to let them go until they get to
the level ground beyond," he said, as he swung
himself into the saddle. We'll just let our horses
walk and have patience. In about half an hour
we ought to get there."
"Jest about that time," the ranchman declared. "If we go along at a walk We kin do it
all right in half an hour." They did not try to
hurry a bit, and in,slightly less than half an hour
they suddenly came to the top of a rise and then
it was a comparatively level stretch of country lying ahead. Here and there big patches of short
grass could be seen growing, while further off to
the left the mesquite appeared in abundance. A
mountain stream no doubt flowed through that
section and fed the soil. Presently the rustlers
appeared before them. They were still driving
the cattle along, as though determined to take
them to the W. X Ranch.
"Now then, boys," our hero said, nodding to
his followers, "I reckon it won't-be very long before we'll have the cattle going this way. Once
we do this we will let them alone and get after
the scoundrels. It is goin11; to be shoot to kill
now, and I want you to all remember that. They
will certainly try to drop us, for they know that
unless they do they will surely get the punishment they deserve. We have still got two good
hours of daylight, and befo1·e it gets dark we
ought to have it all over with. Come on, now.
We'll get up close to them and start the thing
going."

CHAPTER VIII.-All but Two.
Young Wild West, with his partners and
Ranchman Haskell, galloped along and soon
reached the edge of the big, level stretch that lay
at the foot of the hills. When the rustlers saw
the little party riding toward them they quickly
divided themselves and rode ahead, soon leaving'
the cattle behind. Once at the other side of them
they slacltened th~ir pace and apparently waited
for the attack.
·
"Charlie," said Young Wild West, nodding to
the scout, "you take Mr. Haskell and .2'0 to the
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' left. Jim and I will keep on the right. We'll
show those fellow s that they can't frighten us
any. Don't fi re a shot until they begin shooting. I ha te to do this, but it has come down to
the fine point now, and I simply will not be defeated in my attempt to get the rustlers." It was
a surprise to Bart Malloy and his crowd, and almost before they fairly realized what the young
deadshot intended to do, Wild and Jim had gained
rapidly upon them. On went the two, keeping a
sharp watch on the villains, neither of tht.m attempting to fire a shot as yet. Crack! crack!
Two bullets whizzed through the air over their
.
heads.
"Not yet, Jim," Wild said, in his cool and easy
way, when he saw his companion raise his revolver as though he meant to fire. "Wait till they get
into a bunch. Then you'll be able to hit something." They easily got ahead of the crowd, and
then made straight for the place. they were heading for. Exasperated at seeing that their plans
were likely to be foiled, the range boss and his
gang urged their horses forward. The distance
between them quickly narrowed down, and when
there was but two hundred feet intervening the
shooting became dangerous. It was then that
Wild nodded to his partner to go ahead, and the
next instant both began firing. Two men were
unhorsed in a jiffy, and this caused the gang to
come to a quick halt.
"Whoopee! whoopee!" came from the other
side, and then Cheyenne Charlie and the ranchman were seen galloping swiftly forward. For
the next ten minutes probably half a hundred
shots were fired. But there was not a great deal
of damage done, save that three horses went
down, leaving their riders crouching· on the
ground to escape the bullets. On came the scout
and Haskell, and not far behind them rode the
girls, each of whom had a revolver ready to take
part in the firing. Wild soon saw that it would
not be necessary to seek cover. The rascally cowboys were demoralized now, and they s:eemed on
the ·point of giving in.
"Keep on firing!" Wild shouted to Jim, who
had got a short distance from him. Crack! crack!
Each of them fired a shot and two more men fell
from their horses. Then two of them suddenly
turned and rode away to the left, leaving the rest
to their fate. The latter were dazed at the sudden move, for one of the men was their leader,
the range boss. B afore_they could get their horses
around, Arietta, Anna and Eloise were so close to
them that unless they ran straight into the fire
that would surely; come they would not proceed.
None of them turned their guns upon the girls at
all, but Arietta fired a shot that clipped a lock
of hair from one of their heads. Their attention
was attracted three ways now, and this seemed
altogether- too much for them, for suddenly one
of them threw up his hands and yelled at the top
·
of his voice:
"Don't shoot no more. We'll give in." Up
galloped Young Wild West, Dart close behind
him, and then Charlie and the ranchman came on
up fr om their side of the gang.
"Got enough, eh?" the young deadshot' said, a
smile on his handsome face. "I thought you would
aoon 2et enou2h. I am verv sony tnat two of

your gang has got away. One of them is the
man we wanted most of all, too. But we'll get
him a little later on. We'll keep on following until we do get him, you can be sure of that."
"It's Bart Malloy an' Stumpy who's gone
away," came the reto1t from the man who wa
holding his hands above his head. "They're two
sneakin' cowards, that's what they are."
"All right. We'll . have the range boss and
Stumpy," Jim Dart retorted. "Don't you think
that they're going to escape us. They may get
as far as the W X Ranch, but that will be about
all, unless they keep right on going."
"That will be far enough for 'em, I s'pose,
'cause most likely Husker will help 'em out."
"I hardly think so. When he finds out jVhat has
happened he will be glad enough to make terms."
The villains were a sorry-looking lot when our
friends rode up with drawn revolvers. Not . one
of them appeared to be inclined to fight any
longer, more especially those who had been maJe
prisoners before. Two of them began pleading
for their lives, while the others stood in silence
and permitted themselves to be disarmed. The
fact was that not all of them had their weapons,
anyhow, since they had not taken time to get
them when they made their escape from the place
where they had stopped to cook something to eat.
The girls assisted Wild and the ranchman to keep
them covered, while Charlie and Jim tied them
securely with a couple of lariats.
"What are you goin' to do now, Wild?" the
scout asked, when there was no longer a chance
for any of the prisoners to get away.
"We'll go right on until it gets dark, and then
we'll manage to find a place to stop over night,"
was the reply. "I am not going to give up .this
chase. We ought to reach the W. X. Ranch in
a couple of hours if we keep right on. But' I don't
want to get there in the night-time. I prefer the
daylight."
"All right. It will be mighty tough.- to go without nothin' for supper, but I reckon it won't be
the first time we've been in that kind of a predica< ment. We'll stick it out all right." They rested
for nearly half an hour, and then leaving the
cattle to go where they pleased, they tied the
prisoners on the horses, enough of which had been
spared to answer the purpose, and then proceeded
in the direction Bart Malloy and Stumpy had
taken. It was not long before they struck a
regular trail, and when they had reached the top
of a rise, half an hour later, they suddenly saw
a number of cowboys camped in a little hollow.
Near them was quite a big heard of cattle, and
Haskell at once declared that they had reached
the range that belonged to the W. X.
By this time the sun was sinking in the west.
In another half hour it would have disappeared
and darkness then would come in a hurry. There
was a covered wagon with the cowboys, and this
was enough to satisfy our friends that they would
not go without something to eat for supper, after
all. But in case the cowboys put up a fight it
would be different, for they would hardly dare to
take possession of the camp. They kept right on
going with their prisoners, and as they neared
the cowboy camp one of the latter mounted hi11
horse and came out to meet them.
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"No," he said. "I have two reasons for waiting
"Hello I" he said, in surprise. "What does this
mean?"
until to-morrow morning. In the first place, our
"We've got a few rustlei:;s who were running horses are pretty well played out, and in the
off with some cattle belonging to the Sleepy J," second place I'd rather do this business in daylight. Let Malloy and Stumpy think they are
Wild answered.
"Oh!" and the man gave a nod and smiled. · "I safe at the W X, and then we'll give them a surtl-,ought somethin' like that would happen afore prise the first thing in the morning."
It happened that there was quite a supply of
very long. I was thinkin' of quittirt' my job, anyhow. I don't like the way thing-s has been runnin' provisions in the wagon, and the way the cowhere at the W X. You caug-ht the rustlers, eh? boys hastened to get something to eat for our
- Well, I thoug-ht for some time that Husker was friends told plainly how willing they were to assellin' cattle that he never raised. Good enoug-h ! sist them. The result was that in due time they
The boys will be mil!:hty 11:lad to hear this."
sat down to quite a good meal, with hot coffee to
"Do you know me?" asked Ha skell.
wash it down.
"No, can't say I ever seen yer afore."
"Well, I'm Jep Haskell, of , ther Sleepy J
•
Ranch.''
CHAPTER IX.-The Range Boss Takes His
"I've heard of yer. But where do these rustlers
·
Medicine.
hail from?"
"From my ranch. They've been workin' for me
Bart Malloy and Stumpy were thanking thei~
right along, an' they've been playin' a double
game. They got their wages every month, an' . stars when they found they were not pursued.
they've been stealin' ID:!( cattle an' 1·unnin' em From the distance they were able to look back and
see their companions surrender. It must have
over to the W X."
"ls that so? Well, a mighty bad lot you had been past the hour of nine when they reached the
workin' for yer. Goin' to hang 'em putty soon? W X Ranch ..
Lights were burning- in the house, and when
If you are, me an' my pards will give yer a lift.
We like to take part in sich things as that. Any they rode up, covered with dust and almost exhausted, Husker himself came to the door.
-" rustler ain't got no right to live."
"Who is it?" he called out, sharply, as he peered
"We won't hang them just yet," Young Wild
West spoke up. "We are going to give them a through the darkness at the two horsemen.
"It's me-Bart Malloy, of the Sleepy J ," the
fair chance. I think we'll take them right into
range boss answered.
Phoenix."
"Oh! Come on in, Bart. What are you doin'
"Better not take so much t:i:ouble, kid. It don't
cost nothin' to clean .UP sich a g-ang- as that. here at this time of night?"
"We had to come here, that's all."
There's plenty of ropes in our gang, if you ain't
• "Had to come!" exclaimed the man. "What
got none yourselves."
"It's Young Wild West you're talkin' to now, for?"
stranger," the ranchman said. "He knows his
Inside the two men went, leaving- the horses to
shift fo'r themselves. Malloy was not long in
business, I reckon."
"Young Wild West, eh? Thunder! This is telling all that had happened, and while he listened
what I call a great surprise. The boys will be Husker's face showed sig-ns of displeasure. When
mighty g-lad to see you. Gracious ! This is what the story had been completed he shook his head
I call great! I s'pose it was through Young Wild and said:
"Well, I don't know a s I kin do any more for
West that you got the rustlers."
"Through him an' no one else. He's the one you than t o let you stop here to-night. Things
what fig-ured the whole thing- out an' cha sed 'em has got down into bad shape. I ain't goin ' to git
down. But two of. 'em has got away, an' I s'pose into trouble, so I'll jest tum loose all the cattle
they've gone over to the W X. One of 'em is my you have br ought her e, an' then play the part of
range boss, an' he's the leader of the g ang."
an innocent . I'm goin' to say that I thought you
"He must be Malloy, then. I've seen him a was the owner of the Sleepy J, an' that when I
couple of times.''
bought the cattle of you I was <loin' it in good
"That's jest who he is-Bart Ma1Joy."
faith. You kin say what you're ..a mind to, but
"All right._ Husker may take a notion t o stick I reckon my word will go a whole lot fu r ther than
vp for him, but I don' t know a s he will, 'cau se yours."
he's a putty foxy galoot. He's jest a s crooked as
"I don 't car e what you say a s long ·a s you give
he kin be, but when he knows he's gittin' on dan- us a chance. \.Ve'll strike out to-morrow mornin'
gerous ground he g enerally changes hi s ways. for some oiher pla ce. It's all up a s far a s doin'
But come 1·ight on."
business a round here is concerned any more. I
They all rode up to the camp with the man, who hope you don't git caught, Husker, 'cause you
quickly told his companions, who numbered seven have been a good friend to u s. You have paid us
men, of what had taken place. There was much a heap of money."
excitement there for the space of a few minutes,
"I know I have. But I can't see that I've made
and lots of questions were asked. But it was .not enough out of it to pay me for the risk I've been
long before every man of the eight decl red that ·ta kin '. But leave it t o me to git out of this
.
they were ready to help catch the two rustlers who scrape. "
had got away, even though they lost their jobs by
The two villains were ·given food, and then the
doing- so. They wanted Wild to ride rig-ht on to ranchman furnished them with a bed in the
the ranch, which they said was about fifteen miles houS;e, He did not arouse them until quite some
away. But the young deadshot shook hi 5,t}rnad.
time after daylight in the morning, and when he

.
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did so he smiled at them in a peculiar way and
:;aid:
,. dell, they're comin'."
'· Who's comin'?" Stumpy asked, in a frightened
sort of way.
"Young Wild West an' a whole lot of 'em.
Some of my men is with 'em too. I see that Jep
Haskell is there. You didn't say he was with 'em."
"Yes, I did. I told you he was one of the gang,"
declared Malloy.
"Well, there ain't much use of you tryin' to git
awa y, so what are you goin' to do about it?"
"I reckon you'll have enough influence to make
'em let us go, if you want ter use it," the range
b oss declared, stubbornly.
"I'll see what I kin do. But there ain't goin'
to be no fightin' done here. You kin put that
down as comin' from me."
Sure enough, our friends were approaching.
-They had made a rather early start from the
camp and were rapidly nearing the house.
"I'm goin' out to the corral," said the boss of
the W X, as he put on his hat and started from
the house. "I seen to it last night th~t there
wasn't no cattle there but what belongs to me, an'
which I kin prove my claim to. If you two fellers
want to come along you kin do it."
. ·
Malloy and Stumpy hardly knew what they
wanted to do. But they left it to the ranchman,
and went with him to the corral. They were
seen by those approaching, and the party at once
turned in that direction. Wild and Arietta were
the first to reach the spot. The range boss and
Stumpy were standing at the gate of the corral
with Husker, who seemed to be perfectly unconcerned.
•
"Good-morning! " he said, raising his hat, politely. "I reckon I know what you're after."
"Maybe you do," Wild answered, in his cool and
easy way. "We are after those two rascals you
have got there."
"All right; you can take 'em jest as 300n as
you like."
.
"And we think there· might be some cattle in
bere that don't belong to you."
"You're welcome to go in an' look."
"Come on, Mr. H:iskell," Wild called out, and
up came the owner of the Sleepy J.
.
· "Mornin' Haskell," said Husker. "I'm nughty
sorry ther~'s been any trouble _here. I've ~een
buyin' cattle from Bart Malloy r ight along, thmkin' he was owier of them. He told me he was in
partner s with you."
"He did, eh? Well, he lied," was the quick
reply.
.
.
Malloy said not a word. He was tremblmg m
his boots, too, and wondering how it was all going
to turn out. Stumpy was a s pale as death, for he
was even more frightened than his companion. In
a pen close to the adobe building at one side of
the cor ral was a ferocious-lookinJ!: bull. The e:ate
to the pen was securely closed, and near this the
two villains got, while the cowboys came up and
surrounded them.
"Haskell," said Husker, "I'm mighty sartin
there ain't no cattle in there that belongs to you.
But you kin go in an' look if you want to."
"I don't know as I want to look. I'm satisfied
to git back the bunch that was bein' drove over
here by the rustlers, yisterday," was Jhe reply.

Wild and Arietta had dismounted, and they
walked over close to where the two villains were
standing. Malloy must have thought it was all
up with him, and when he saw the boy and girl
so close to .the gate of the bull-pen he was seized
with a sudden idea.
"Stumpy," he said, in a whisper to his villainous companion, "I reckon we kin git a chance to
have revenge, if we can't do nothin' more. Most
likely we'll git our medicine for this, so if we kin
git square with Young Wild West afore we do it
will be all the better. I'm goin' to open this here
gate an' let that bull out at 'em. Then while he's
payin' attention to the bull an' shootin' at him,
which he will have to do or else have the gal t ore
to pieces, I'm goin' to start in firin', too. But I
ain't goin' to shoot at the bull. I'll make out I
am, though. But if I don't bring Young Wild
West down afore I git through then I'll never fire
another shot a s long as I live."
"Better not," Stumpy said, in a faltering voice.
"All right. You don't have to help me. I'm
goin' ter do it."
The bull's attention had been attracted by the
crowd that had gathered around, and it stood
pawing the earth and showing signs of wanting
to Jl,'et out: Wild and Arietta weer walking
straight toward them. Then something happened
that they were not exactly prepared for. The ·:.
1·ange boss flung open the gate and in rushed the
maddened bull.
"Now then, Champion Deadshot, show what you
can do!" he cried, sneeringly. "Kill the bull afore
he kills you an' the gal!"
Crack! crack! Wild fired twice, and the bullets
landed squarely between the eyes of the animal.
With a quivering roar it fell heavily to the
ground. Crack! The range boss fired. and t he
bullet narrowly missed our hero's head and
brought down the horse that one of the cowboys was mounted unon. He aimed ~11other shot,
but before he could pull the trigger Cheyenne
Charlie's revolver spoke sharply and he fell to the
ground, face downward.
"I reckon that wi1l bt.: about all," Young Wild
West sa id. noddine- to H usker. " Now. then, vou'll
have to explain yourself and t)len we'll get ready
to r ide back to the Sleepy J."
There is not much more to add to this particular adve!\ture of Young Wild West's. Suffice it
to say that Husker ma naged to tell a story that
caused Jep Haskell to let up on him. Stumpy and
the rest of the rustlers were t a ken to town that
very day, along with the man who had been shot
by the ranchman, and it is needless to say that
they had a fair trial and received the punishment
they were deserving of. Young Wild West and
his friends remained a couple of days at. the
Sleepy J and had a very good time, and then well
satisfied with the wo r k they had done by ridding
that section of the country of a bad gang, they
set out on horseback in search of anything- that;
might turn up and give them a chance to do another good turn for some one who was deserving
of it.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST CAUGHT BY SAVAGES; or, ARIETTA'S DARING RESCUE.':
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CURRENT NEWS
BURIED WATCH
WHAT IS A PHALANX?
A phalanx in ancient Greece was a body of
A woman's watch ploughed under seventeen
years ago OJ'} the farm of John Briggs, at Avoca, soldiers, from 8 to 16 ranks deep, and armed
N. Y., has Just. been recovered when potato dig- with lances 14 to . 18 feet long. Their shields •
gers came upon it in a hill of potatoes. The crys- · joined, and their pikes crossed each other, to
ta! was not broken and the watch was in good make it diffici.lt for a foe to break the compact
mass. At first a phalanx consisted of 4,000 tnen,
condition.
but this number was afterward doubled by Philip, of Macedon, and the double phalanx is hence
TWELVE-HEADED DOLL
often called the Macedonian phalanx. A grand
At a recent toy fair held in New York City phalanx consisted of about 16,000 m!m.. Polybius,
dolls were shown with from seven to twelve the historian, describes it thus: "It was a square •
of pikemen, consisting of sixteen in rank and
heads, with a wardrobe of seven to twelve dresses
This gives a doll and a dress for every occasion: 500 in depth; the soldiers stood so close together
that the pikes of the fifth rank extended three
There were 175 exhibitions at the fair.
feet beyond the front; the rest, whose pikes were
not serviceable owing to their distance from the
front, couched them upon the shoulders of those
GREATEST VIOLIN COLLECTION
that stood before them, and so locking them toThe world's g reate t violin collection is kept gether in file, pressed forward to support and
in a vault of a Pittsburgh, Pa., bank. The collec- push on the former rank, by which means the
tion, including a Stradivarius worth $20 000 be- assault was rendered 'more violent and irresistlongs to Gabriel M. Francois, who says' tha't he ible." . The word phalamds likewise used for any
--i!an prove that the violins made to-day are in no combination of peop1e organized to act with firmway inferior to the aged instruments.
•
ness and unanimity.

...

BOYS, ARE YOU' READING

"MY·-TERY MAGAZINE"
The next number on the newsstands contains the Feature Novelette,

"THE LITTLE MAN TRAPPER"
· By GROVER KIDWELL
A new Two-Part Serial begins, entitled,

HTHE PURPLE DRAGON INN"
By VERA CUMMINGS VIELE

In addition there will be a large number of short stories by the
. following well-known writers: .
"The Empty Grave," by Leslie Childs
"The Mudgee Diamonds," by Peter Perry
''The Lifters," by Walter M. Dickenson
''The Sharp-shooter Mystery," by Howard Philip Rhodes
"The Dorothy Perkins Rose," by Porothv Stnte
"Postponed Justice," by George Ethelbert Walsh
We call your attention to the special a1-ticles, every one of which will
interest you: "Convict Seizes a Car in Prison and Escapes:' "A Gold
Brick Swindle," "Convict Finds Liberty Useless," "Robbing the Postmaster," "Federal Agents Seize Bogus Money."
Do not fail to get a copy from your newsdealer. You cannot fail to
enjoy the exciting incidents in these stories.

•
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FIGHTING FRED FAY
-Or,-

A Yankee Boy in the Big War
By DICK ELLISON

__,___

.

A Serial Story
CHAPTER VIIl.-(Continued).
Shortly afte,r ten there was a truce and attention was bestowed upon the wounded and the
dead.
At this time, through an unimportant mishap
which need not be related, Fred had become
separated from his company. He now started
to rejoin them, his way taking him across one ·
corner of the battlefield.
Ambulances were hurrying hither and thither.
The women of the Red Cross were busy; chaplains and priests were attending upon the dying.
It· was a stirring scene.
·
As Fred was hurrying on h.¢ came upon a group
of German wounded, upon whom a sweet-faced .
girl wearing the"""Red Cross badge was attending.
One of the prostrate soldiers appeared to have
gone mad.
He was using the most frightful language, raving and cursing in German after a fashion which
made Fred shudder, but the nurse did not seem
to understand.
"Don't go on like that in the presence of a
lady,'' Fred ventured to say to the fellow in German.
.
"Lady! Who's a lady?" he yelled. "I hate all
women!"
There was more of it and worse.
Suddenly the fellow, who was covered with
blood, sprang to his feet and made a rush for the
Red Cross nurse.
With eyes- blazing and the light of madness he
seized him by the throat as she bent over one of
his wounded companions.
Quick as a flash Fred dealt the wretch a blow
which sent him staggering backward ..
He stumbled over a corpse and fell, taking the
nurse down with him.
"Help! Oh, help! He's chokin~ :rp.e!" she
gasped. It was with the utmost difficulty that
Fred could break his hold, but by repeatedly
striking his hands he succeeded and helped the
girl to . rise; the madman kept up a volley of foul
abuse all the while, but his strength seemed to
have now expendeJi itself: He did not try to rise ..
"Oh, oh, oh!" groaned the girl, and she sank
fainting into Fred'a arms.
It was fully five minutes before she revived
on a little knoll where Fred had placed her.
"Oh, that dreadful man!" she gased. "Why
did he attack mer What had I done to him?"
"He was evidently mad," replied Fred. "It
was a dreadful experience. You don't understand
German?''
"No."
"It is well that you don't. The language he
used was horrible."
She shuddered,

"It is all dreadful," she moaned. "I was in
hopes I should get used to it, but I begin to think
I never shl\ll. How can I ever thank you?"
"What I did was nothing. You might tell me
· your name if you will."
"I am Elsie Turner. I am an American. I was
in London when the war broke out. I enlisted in,,.
the Red Cross.''
"I am also an American. I have enlisted in the
British army. Can I escort you to wherever you
belong? You better not try to work any more
till you get over the nervous ·shock you have had.''
"Oh, no," she replied bravely, "I am not really
hurt. It was foolish of me to faint. I will go
on with my work, but before we part I ,7ould like
to know the name of my preserver.''
• Fred told her and they shook hands.
"Nice girl/' he said to himself, as he hurried
on among the dead and wounded. "She's plucky,
too. I wonder if we shall ever meet again?"

CHAPTER IX.
,
Again On Special Duty.
During the weeks which followed Fred got his
fill of forhtinP" . for the Thirty -first found themselves in the thick of it.
Many a brave soldier whose acquaintance he
had formed was now no .more.
Many a time Fred saw Elsie of ~he Red Cross
at her self-sacrificing work and twice he found
opportunity to speak to her.
General Spencer he only saw from a distance,
but he had learned to hold that officer in the highest esteem for his bravery, a,s did all the men of
the 5th Corps.
It was never "Go, boys,'' but always "Follow
me, boys,'' witl:} this brave man.
One evening after a da~of hard fighting Fred
was summoned to headquarters, where he found
the general alone.
He shook hands cordially with our hero and
told him to be seated.
"I hear nothing but good accounts of you,
Fred," he said. "Captain Carter says you are a
born fighter.''
"That's what everybody says of you, sir,"
laughed Fred, "and what everybody says must
be true.''
"Be that as it may,'' replied the general, "I
have sent for you to have a private talk. Have
you observed that old castle on the woodeQ. bill
which stands out so prominently?"
i'You mean the hill back of to-day's battlefield, sir?''
"Yes.''
"I noticed it. I co'uld hardly help observing
so prominent a landmark.,.
"Exactly. It is Castle Charlemont, now the
headquarters of the German General Voght. Its
dungeons are filled with our prisoners, who are
being barbarously treated, as I am informed.
Among them is my nephew, the Hon. Lionel Coventry, to whom I am much attached. Read this
letter which I received from him yesterday.''

(To be continued.)
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Charley, the.Corn King
-OR-

WAKING UP THE BOARD OF TRADE
By R. T. EMMET
(A Serial Story.)
CHAPTER XVIIl.-(C ontinued).
"It's either one of two things," he said to himself. "Mr. Palmer, having used me, means to
break me, or else he is trying my nerve."
This seemed sound reasoning.
But which?
Herein lay the question.
Charley walked on until he reached the Board
of Trade.
He was just turning to retrace his steps along
La Salle "street when Mr. Palmer brushed past
him.
He looked the boy full in the face, but did not
·
even bow.
To be sure, this was part of their compact, but
somehow it strnck Cha1·ley like a blow.
There was something so cold and hard in the
old speculator' s face.
"Will he sell me out? Will he?" Charley asked
himself as he pushed on. "Upon my word, I believe he will. If he could gobble up my holdings
now and crowd corn up ten points further, as he
easily could do, it would mean several hund1·ed
thousand dollars to him. Will he crowd the price
l'P without mv holdings ? That's the point. How
I wish I only knew!''
Charley reached the uncertain stage of the
game.
It seemed to him just as though every prop had
suddenly been pulled out from under him. Now,
wher\ he most needed advice, none was forthcoming from those who heretofore had advised
his every move, unless, indeed, he followed Mr.
Palmer's advice to sud<lenly sell on a rapidly rising market without the least explanation of the
reason why.
"I'll hold on until to-morrow, anyhow," resolved Charley. "The break can't come to-day."
But just the same he had seen the bottom drop
out of the market when least expected many
times, so in spite of his efforts to reassure himself, he was not reassured one bit.
In this uncertain state of mind Charley was
just crossing Jackson street when who should he
run into but Jack Judson.
· Jack was quite sober, and he caught Charley's
arm and swung him around.
"The very fellow I want to see!" he exclaimed
"I was up at the off.ce, but the boy told me yo~
ad g-one out, and he did not know when you
would be in again." •
"\Vell, you see me," replied Charley, pulling
his arm free. "What is it you want to say?"
"I can't talk on the street, Charley. You will
have to come inside scmewhere ."
"Come to the office."
"We can't talk there unless you can send out
the typewriter and tlte boy."
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"We can talk in the hall."
. "All right. Tha::t will do; but why not come
into the Grand Pacific? Surely you are not afraid
of being done up there.''
"No; come with me. I've got business to attend to. I want to keep within call."
Judson followed him upstairs into the old La
Salle street office building in silence.
Thc:re, leaning against the banisters he opened
'
the conversatio n, saying:
. "Well, you made a pretty mess of it the other
mght."
_
"Did I?"
"That's what you did."
"I'm satisfied."
"Look here, Charley, you would never have esC&"'r<I ;,live if it hadn't been for me.''
"Is that so?"
;;That's so as sure as we are standing here."
Then I have you to thank for my life that's
'
all. What next?"
"You saw 'Old Corns'?"
"I saw a reftection in a mirror which looked
like Mr. Kornahren s."
"It was ieal. He was there."
"I don't know that.''
. "I do, then .. I have seen him and talked with
him. I saw him only last night."
"vVell?"
"It's up to you, Charley."
"What's up to me?"
"To let me and my friends in on this big deal
of Y?ur_s, . or we'll produce 'Old Corns' and land
you m Jail."
"1'.'ou can't do the last. You can do the first or
no~ Just as you please. I don't care a rap." ·
Charley, be sensible."
"I believe I am in full possession of my senses
Mr. ~udson. Now, see here; perhaps you did sav~
my life the other , night. You surely put it in
danger by persuadmg me to go with you to that
house on Cooke sti·eet."
"Hold on, Charley. You think it is going to do
vou a lot of good. to know where that house is.
L et me t~ll you l'lght ~ow that it isn't-not one
]:, 1-i med h,t. We snPaked him rio-ht out of th~
place. , When the police raided it they didn't find
anythmg, and they never will-not there at
'
least."
"I know a ll that. Let me fini sh what I was
going to say."
"Well, finish, then."
"I don't want to be under obligations to you
?ack Judson, and I don't propose to be. Com~
mto the office and I will give you a check for two
~un rlred dollars and a tip on the mar ket which,
likely enough, will enable you to make your two
hund red a thousand before the day is over.'' Judson laughed.
"9h, nol", he cried. "Not much! That won't
begm to satisfy my modest demands 1"
m;J~en what? This begins t_o look· like black"Call it what you please. You'll show me your
whole ha~d. You will sign a guarantee to secure. me m h)llf the profits on all 'Old Corns's'
h?ldmgs, or I II land 'Old Corns' himself back in
his office to-morrow morning before the ou,nin,.
.,.. •
of the Board."
Charley made no answer.
(To be c...Jntinued.)
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INTER.ESTINC RADIO NEWS AND HIN/TS
POINTERS
It is ecorn;imy to use two dry cells in pa rallel
with a W D tube.
If your filament 1·heostats must be tuned up
during a program, your A batter y is discharged.
If you don't get enough volume from yoµr loudspeaker, add another step of amplificati6n.
When building a two-step amplifier, the connection of the B battery should be such that both
tubes get the full voltage.
Any metallic substance will collect radio waves
and if not grounded will act as an aerial. •
The difference between a poor crystal and a
good one is its ability to allow current to pass in
one direction better than in the other. .
NO LEAD-IN
Many radio enthusiast s do not know that it is
possible to make use of an outdoor antenna and
still not bring any lead-in wire into the house.
All that is necessary is to attach a coil of wire,
like a loop antenna, -to the regular outdoor antenna, carrying the circuit then to th_e •ground.
All this is outside, the coil being placed somewhere close to the wall. Inside the wall, near the
place where the coil is placed outside, you set _up
an ordinary loop antenna connected to any kmd
of receiver. The energy surging back and forth
through the coil outside will penetrate the wall
and will be picked up by the loop inside. Of
course this is not as good as a regular lead-in,
but it will work fairly well, except in metal
buildings.
THE "UNITENNA"
The "Unitenna" is the new name given to an
apparatus known as the "coupling tube unit" in
the Navy. It permits of multip_le reception on a
single aerial. The lar g e _fightrn~ craf_t of ~he
United States are now equipped with this device.
The S. S. L evia,tha'l'J, has been equipped with the
"unitenna." Receni- t est s on the L eviathan by
n ~val and Shipping Boar d experts proved that
wi th the coupling tube unit messages could be
n ccived on 600 meters while the ship's six-kilowatt tube transmitter was radiating 25 ampeYes
on 2 100 meters. The transmitting tube was located only five feet from the receiving set in the
tests the antenme being parallel and only 30 feet
apart. Other equally startling results have been
obtained.
RADIO WAVES
A young Russian radio engineer, M. Lossev,
working in the radio laboratories of the Soviet
Government has invent ed a new way of u sing a
crystal as a radio generator. The co~bination
u sed is a zincite crystal and a steel pomt. Resistance and a battery are in the circuit and a
tuned circuit is attached, so that the oscillations
produced can be maintained and controlled. The
device operates in much the same way as the arc
oscillators that were popular before the advent
of the vacuum tube. Radio amateurs in the city
ef Ni~hni-Novgorod, where Losscov's work has

been done, are said to be using the new crystal
hook-ups for local communication. It is very
doubtful, however, whether these devices can
compete at all with fhe vacuum tube as a generator of electric oscillations.
GLASS FOR RADIO SETS
One of the best insulating materials that we
possess is glass, especially the varieties of glass
thst contain a considerable percentage of silica.
One of the best of them is the familiar Pyrex
gla,;s much used for baking dishes and other
kitchen glassware. The loss of energy in Pyrex
insulating materials is exceptionally low. Pyrex
insulat ors for antennas and lead-in wires have
been on the market for some time. Tube sockets
of Pyrex are a more recent innovation. A condensn, especially desiimed for low glasses . and
insulated with short sections of Pyrex glass-tubes,
has been perfected and will be· on the market very
shortly. Pyrex glass is obtainable from dealers
in chemical apparatus in the form of sheets,
tubes, rods. plates anr! other sha pes. It i,; likely
to prove a valuable addition to the armament of
the radio experimenter.

LOSSES IN SETS
One of the foremost signs of the times in radio
land is the increasing attention being paid to the
prevention of losses of signal energy in and between the instruments in a receiver. "Low loss
tuners" are the order of the day. The impelling
r eason for this seems to be the desire to use the
loop antenna, with its comparatively small picku p of signa l energy and its equally small pickup of static. Small antennre and high amplification have been found to give clearer signals
than a ny_ other way of disposing of the natural
interference produced by lightning and other atmospheric disturbances. With such extremely
sensitive sets, even a very little loss of energy
ir, the coils, transformers or condensers becomes
a fatal defect. There are two important sources
of loss in a radio receiver. One is high 1·esistance of the wires or · other parts. The otherand usually more important one-is the presence
of something that absorbs energy from the electromagnetic field that surronds the in truments.
Suppose, for example, that some meta l object is
so placed that it cuts the lines of force from a
tuning coil. Some of the energy in that coil will
be absorbed in the metal and dissipated as eddy
currents. Low-loss design requires, therefore,
not only the proper design of the instruments
themselves, but the proper placing of them with
Another important
reference to each other.
source of losses is the insulation on the wire. Air
is the best insulator ordinarily obtainable. Accordingly for radio-frequency currents, bare wire
is the best where it can be used. Enameled wire
is next best, provided the enamel is of the best
quality. Silk covered wire is next best. Cottoncovered wire usually has the greatest losses of all.

~
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GOOD READING
PAINTED SOLES OUTWEA R UPPERS.
Painting the soles of shoes will preserve the
leather a long time. F. W. Charles of Seattle
sends the Scientific American the following in-:structions_ as to doing it. He says they a1·e the
•
result of much experiment ation.
. "For a pair of shoes that have the shiny dressmg worn off the soles, put on three coats of
paint-ordi nary hard finish black paint will do-allowing each coat to dry forty-eight hours before applying the next paint. That is all there
is to it.
"If the shoes are new, with the sole dressing
intact so ·that the paint will not penetrate, rub
the surface with fine sandpaper. The paint will
soon wear off the soles, but that which has penetrated the leather will remain and contim::e to
perform its good offices. Repeat the process once
each season and soles will cease to worry you;
the life of your shoes will be measured by that
of the uppers-an d this will be greatly prolonged
by the elimination of the half-soling pcocess, with ·
its great wear and tear on the edges of the soft
leather. - "In proof of all this, I can cite a pair of Oxfords which I am now wearing for the third summer. The heels a.re slightly worn, but they were
never painted. I may say, as further evidence of
what this showing means, that I walk about for
some fourteen or fifteen hours per day."
THREE . ELEPHAN TS WRECK HOME IN
PHILADE LPHIA
Three baby elephants, part of a vaudeville act
at a local theatre, scored such a smashing hit in
private life that their owner, Don Darrah of New
York, was held in $300 bail pending repairs to
certain parts of the northeast section of Philadelphia.
The three elephants, confined a t night in a gar~e, early to-day took offense a t sounds from a
bitlky motor car, snapped their chains and sallied
forth, with the car owner leading the procession
at a spanking pace.
Frequent whiffs of breakfast bein_g- prepared by
Mrs. Anna Dammore in her kitchen halted the
elephantine section of the parade, and one of
them investigate d by uprooting the fence. M1"s.
Dammore gazed out of her window a second and
then, with three young Dammores, sought the
roof. The elephants came through the back door ,
taking it with them.
Babe, one of the runaways, bur ned his trunk
on the stove, seized that article by its underpinning and gave it a course in calisthenics . The
other' elephants wrecked the ice box and splintered
the furniture as an accompanim ent.
Babe then headed an exodus from the Dam.roore ' home.
--. Police meanwhile summoned Mr. Darra·h, 'who
returned his charges to the theatre ya rd where
they were fa stened to heavy stakes.
HOW DIAMOND S ARE GROUND
When diamonds are first received, the stones
look like 01·dinary chunks of glass, and it generally takes two weeks before the stone is made

to look like a real diamond. Much care has to be
taken in getting a stone ready for the market, for
usually a diamond shrinks 60 per cent. in weight,
and this must be carefully watched.
When the Clltter receives the raw stone he polishes a small spot on the diamond wheel to enable him to look into the stone and see its possibilities. The stone then goes to the splitter,
who, by means of a brass clamp and hammer
breaks it up into the desired number of pieces.
Next it is partially imbedded in lead; it is
clamped before a toothless buzz-saw of phosphor
bronze from four to six-thousan dths of an inch
thick and revolvin_g- 3,300 times a minute. It
would require 24 hours of continuous sawing to
cut through a third of an inch.
After the sawing process the pieces go to the
shaper. Here one piece or diamond, embedded in
lead and screwed fast to the center of a revolving plate, is brought in contact with another diamond fastened to the end of a giant penholder.
As the lathe plate revolves, the two diamonds
grind one against the other, and gradually, by
frequently .changing position, the two become little spheres, which look like beads of ground
glass.
Next comes the acfual grinding. It is done
upon a receiving wheel of specially tempered steel.
Upon the upper surface · is spread a mixture of
diamond du st and pure olive oil. The wheel is
set in motion, and then the little spheres of diamond, once more imbedded in lead, and held in
clamps a gainst it. By continually changing the
position of the stone, all of the 52 parts of the
diamond are polished, and it is then ready for
di splay. If a st one is too deep or too shallow its
fire.. will not be · of the best.
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FROM ALL POINTS
APPLES KEPT FOR 5 YEARS
Alterations in a cold storage 1>lant in Zillah,
Wash., uncovered three boxes of apples that had
been kept chilled for five years. The fruit is in
excelle11t condition.
ANCIENT SWISS CHEESE
Some of the wealthy families in Switzerlan d
possess cheeses more than a century old, which
are served only on the most important occasions.

lory The treasure hunt was begun October 1,
when the trawlers Foam and Spray, with divers
and salvaging equipment, put out from New York
for the supposed sits of the wreck, fifty miles
• east of Cape Charles. On October 28 it was announced the hulk had been found in 200 feet of
water, and that Frank J. Grilley, a former navy
diver, had identified the wreck as that of the

Merida.

'

Mr. Mollory admitted the wreck had been
found, but declined to give its exact location because of the fear of hijackers. An iron sweep
a mile long, dragged along the floor of the sea
by the two trawlers, was used in locating the
hulk.
The Merida, a Ward liner, sank May 12, 1911,
when rammed on foggy night by the American
mail steamer Adwinal Farragut. She was bound
to New York from Havana, and was carrying a
large shipment of gold, silver, lead and copper.
Two other attempt have been made to recover this
booty.

a

LAU·GHS
Harry-I suppose if I kissed you, you would
never speak to me again? Harriet-W hy do you
always look on the dark side of things?
"I told Uncle Simon that he was getting too
old and feeble to. attend to business." "Did he
take it kindly?" "He threw· me out of his office."

:Bobbie's mother had just taken out her winter
ACTOR'S INVENTIO N
.
garments. "Ma," said
observant little fellow,
The recent death of William Hanlon, the actor, "what did moths live the
on before Adam and Eve
at the age of eighty-seve n, has a special meaning wore clothes?"
for the New York Fire Departmen t, say the
Scientific American, f~r ~t is to this member of- Elsie (aged six)-Mam ma, can I play
I'm enthe ~onlo~ brothers (s~x m number) that we owe tertainin' the little girl next
Mother-Y es,
the invention of the hfe net. M?re tha~ fortr, dear, of course. Elsie-Ver ydoor?
well. Then gimmie
years ago the broth~rs were domg a stunt
some cake for her.
called "A Leap for Life" when one of the brothers, Thomas, fell and was killed. William Hanlon then devised a rope net to protect himself
Mrs. Newwed-W hat! You have no income
when he took his brother's place in the act. He but your salary? You. told me you had 'money
showed it to his friend Hugh Bonner, then Chief to burn!' Mr. Newwed-W ell, I've just paid for
Instructor in the New York Fire · Departmen t a ton of coal, haven't I?
Training School, who at once seized onto the idea.
The life net in improved form is now carried to
Mrs. Nuwed-W hen we got married,
you
every fire in New York as well as in most other promise me a new hat every season? didn't
places. The old rope net has given way ~o one of But you never told me that there wereNuwedabout a
canvas ,which remains taut under all conditions dozen hat seasons in a year.
and has sufficient slack to act as a harmless--b reak
to the fall of the body. The canvas is stretched
what's a monoloi?ue ?" "A monoloi?ue is
inside of a steel ring 9 feet in diameter, and is a "Pop,
conversatio n between husband and wife." "I
fastened to the ring on thirty steel rods, each con- thought
that was a dialogue." No; a dialogue
nected with a spring. This serves to keep the
,
canvas taut and allows the ten men to jockey the is where two perosns are speaking.''
net into position under the falling person.
Edith-Th at Mr. Phan is conversatio nally impossible. Ethel-Wh y so.? Edith-We were talk2,000,000 WRECK FOUND BY SALVAGE RS
The Meridars treasure is still at the bottom of ing ~bout the theater, and when I inquired what
the sea and is destined to remain there at least was his favorite play, he said if he had any favoruntil next sprinl!'. accordinl? to Franklin I. Mal- ite play, it was .seeing a man steal second.
lory, who, with Anthony J. Drexel Biddle, Jr., W.
Heyward Drayton 3d, and others, is backing a
"That tall young man over at the other table
quest to recover $2,000,000 fri,m the wreck.
is said to be the richest man in the hotel. Every,
"Salvaging operations have been held up by bad time his watch ticks a minute he's ahead a dolweather, and we shall probably have to abandon lar.'' "I've got one of those dollar watches, too,
the enterprise until next spring," said Mr. Mal- but mine must be running 'slow.''
1
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INTERESTING ITEMS
AMAZON VALLEY AN EL DORARO
Th'" valley of the Amazon is said to be the largest undeveloped territory in the world and the·
reatest in soil, timber, mineral, nuts and precious
metals.

THE DANGEROUS HOUR
In London more accidents occur on Saturday
than any other day of the week. The time favorable to accidents seems to be between 3 and 4
P. M., or much earlier than in the United States.
The next most dangerous hour is that between 10
and 11 at night. This is not surprising, as the
traff.c is heavy and poorly regulated at night.
It 'is as much as your life is worth to cross the
Strand in the late evening. It has been urged
not only in London but elsewhere that an improvement of the street lighting would go far toward removing this danger.
A LIGHTHOUSE STORY
Bishop's Light rises near the Scilly Islands and
gives a grim warning of the dangers of the coast.
t is OI).e of the most exposed lighthouses in the
world and the three tenders have a lonesome time.
During a recent spring storm the beams from
Bishop's Rock came near to failing. The light
weighs several tons and revolves on supports
resting in a circular trough of mercury. It is balan<;ed so delicately a child may turn it by a touch
of the finger. On this night the tower was so
shaken by the heavy seas that much of the mercury was spilled out over the concrete floor of
the light chamber. The three guards fell on their
knees, scooped up the mercury in their hands and
poured it back into t!oie trough.
SHOP EARLY
One of the impo·rtant features in the Shop
. Early, Mail Ear-ly campaign. which is being out
on throughout the coun try by the Post-office Department, is the proper addressing and securely
wrapping of Christmas packag s. When you
wr Tl your Christmas packages, wrap them securely, put your address in the upper left corner
so, if by any chance it should go astray, it can
be returned to you and not sent to the dead-letter office. The good folks of our community last
yea1· helped to bring joy and happiness to hundreds of thousands of postmen and clerks. Let's
do our shopping early and mailing early again
this year, so that we may again enable the postmen and the post-office clerks to eat their Christmas dinners at home with their families and at
the same time assure oui·selves of having our
Christmas presents delivered to our friends in
order that t11ey may be opened on Christmas
-JMrning.

KIG SOLOMON'S PLANE
Them is some . i·eason to believe that some one
fll,bricated an airship which Solomon gave to the
son of the Queen of Sheba. Of course there was
no motor-possibly it was a slider. The Secretary of the Royal Aeronautical Society in the

preface to "Bibliotheca Aeronautics," states that
::;oJomon gave to the Queen of Sheba "a vessel
wherein one could traverse the air f~ wind,
which Solomon had made by the wisdom that God
had given unto him."
There are other references to flight in Abyssinhn sacred writings, and
there is a Jong description of the miraculous way in
which the Queen of Sheba's son Menelek left Solomon, journeying to his mother's country. "No
man hauled his wagon, and ~hether it was men,
or horses, or mules, or loaded camels, each was
raised above the ground to a height of a cubit."
A cubit, acs:ording to the ancient Egyptians,
measured about 20 inches, but elsewhere it is
recorded that over the Red Sea they were lifted
up three cubits "and every one traveled in the
wagons like an eagle when his body glideth above
the wind."

LOOK, BOYS1

TRAPEZEE
The Acrobatic Wonder Toy
ALMOST HUMAN IN ITS
ACTIONS!

It consists of a handsome parallel
iron f-rame on which the little yellow
man accurately performs like an athlete.
Five Different StuntsTHE FL YING TRAPEZE - Release the
trigger-pin and the figure swings forward, gripping the brass trapeze-bar,
·turns a somersault in the air and catches
a cross-bar by his heels.
.
--THROUGH THE LOOP - A swift swing
and he goes through a wire loop, makes
a turn and, catching by his heels, swings
head downward from a bar.
THE GIANT SWING- He goes forward
with a rush, releases the trapeze, catches
a horizontal-bar with his heels, makes
two swift somersaults in the air and
catches by his heels again.
He performs two more horizontal-bar
acts with the grnce and agility of a circus star, and many new ones can be invented.
The Most Wonderful Toy in
the World!

PRICE

$1.00

The collapsible stand and the little manikin are neatly packed in a handsome box.
Delivered anywhere in the United States on
receipt of price. Address ,
WOLFF NOVELTY CO.,
166 W. 23d St., New York City, N. Y.
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HERE AND THERE
INTERESTING TUNNELS
The ollowing is from a paper by Lester S.
Grant Dean of the Colorado School of Mines read
before the Teknik Club of Denver: "In 1530 Agricola, a German mineralogist, recorded that the
gold and silver mines of Scheminitz, Hungary,
had been worked for 800 years; the lead mines
of Goslar, Germany, for 600 years, and the silver mines of Freiberg, Saxony, for 400 years.
Subsequent working of these mines necessitated
the driving of drainage tunnels of lengths as yet
unequaled in the history of mining. The Tiefe
Georg Tunnel, in Saxony, driven between 1777
and 1799, is 34,529 feet fong, wit;h branches
amounting to 25,319 feet more. This was driven
entirely by hand to obtain a drainage depth of
only 460 feet. The Joseph H. Tunnel at Schem.initz was started in 1782 but not completed until
1878. It is ten and one-quarter miles long. The
Rothschonbei·ger Tunnel at Freibei;g, driven between 1844 and 1877, totals over 95,149 feet, the
main tunnel being 42,662 feet. These tunnels
were all driven by hand using black powder."

worm that lo.oks much like an ordinary slug.
Perhaps he enters the wood when a baby.
While the tercdo works inside the piling the
limnoria works entirely on the outside, eating..
away the softer wood. In appearance it resembles the sand flea very much.
Neither one of these destructive insects works
in fresh water and are not found as far up the
Chehalis river as either Aberdeen or Hoqulam.

ONE OF THE GREATEST ENGINEERING
WORKS
Everyone has heard something about the
Great Wall of China, but just what a tremendous feat of engineering it represents, one that
our largest construction companies to-day might
be proud of, is not ~nerally known. It is undoubtedly the most ,gigantic defense work ever
produced and at the same time the most colossol
building from point of contents, ever erected.
Begun under the Emperor Shi Hoang Ti 200 B.
C., more than two thousand years ago, it still
stands practically intact and seems capable o •
withstanding the ravages of another two thou- .,.
"GOLD" NUGGETS OF KETCHUP BOTTLE sand years. It was erected at the northeastern
frontier of the then Chinese empire to keep off
CAPS SELL WELL
A bluff, hearty miner from the great open the attacks of the savage Mongolian tribes. From
spaces, with a Leart like a refrigerator and a twenty to thirty feet high, at the base thirty feet
brief case almost as large, dropped in at John thick, dwindling to twenty meters at the top,
Sitkowski's cafe in Mineola, L. I., and set every- built of mighty granite blocks, the wall extends
body up to sarsaparilla, after which he showed along _the _mo~nt11:in ridges, upward to the highest
them the gold nuggets which he had stuffed in - summit, d1pprng rnto profound gorges and mighty
valleys, at times disappearing in the cloudhis case.
He was in a hurry to turn the stuff into cash, ~apped peaks, OJ.· again lost to view by projecthe said, and would sell ·the whole collection of mg shoulders, only to break into view again in
nuggets for $2,000. A quiet stranger, who sat all its ,najestic grandeur miles beyond. No obin a corner, offered to chip in $200 toward the stacle was too great to overcome. What an impurchase and another made a similar offer. Sit- mense effort was required to erect this bulwark,
kowski, · fearful of being left out, hastily con- extending from the coasts of the Yellow Sea to
tributed the remaining- $1,600 and did not dis- the' interior of the Gobi desert measuring, with
cover until after his guests had departed that the all its branches, more than fifteen hundred miles
nuggets were merely ketchup bottle caps ham- in length. The Great Wall contains three hundred million cubic meters of material; as much
mered into lumps.
A little later · Mrs. Margaret Dwyer, whose as 120 Great Pyramids of Cheops. Here is a
husband, John, a retired policeman, runs a hotel field for the statistics fiend to delight in. What
in Mineola, gave up $2,400 under similar cir- time must have been spent in its building! How
cumstances. State troopers are hunting for the many men must have labo1·ed at it! And what
a superhuman task they must have performed!
swindler.
For its freater length the Wall runs along bleak
and inhospitable mountain ranges. Here is no
INSECTS SPOIL BRIDGE
easy water transportation, such as the Nile furIn a little over three years the teredo, the pile nished for the Pyramid builders; each huge block
borer, and limnoria, a little sand flea bug, have must have been dragged painfully up mountain
entirely covered some of the piling of the South ranges of sometimes 5,000 feet altitude or more;
Bay bridge near the whaling station, Aberdeen, down steep and precipitous canyons; across turWash. Probably all of the piling except those bulent and unbridged water courses. How was it
treated with a coat of cement have been seriously done? How many animals were used? How man¥,
damaged. Heavy traffic over the bridge has had animals and men must have perished in its conto be suspended for a time.
struction? We who to-day take great enterprises
The teredo, which enters a pile through a hole like the Woolworth Building, the Muscle Shoals
hardly larger than that macle by a pin, proceeds Dam and such engineering feats almost as a matto bore his way about through the center of a ter of course, may stop and ponder for a moment
stick in holes frequently nearly half an inch in on the achievements of the old 'Chinese engineers
diameter. How he ever got into the piling who worked when there was no steam traction no
through the little hole on the outside is some- electric or hydraulic drills; nothing but human
thing of a mystery, for the teredo is a- water labor and bare bands.-Scientific Ame_rican,,
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t1u11a, lJil0tos, 11wnes amt addresses. 25 cents. N o
Mills. Manager, 2078, Amerlcau Building, Cincinnati,
other tee. Seut Stialed. liox 2265 U, Boston. Mass.
Ohio.
RAD IO--Your Ovixm.uuity! $5 to $1U w.n uour tor epa.:e CH ARM IN G YOUN G LADY , worth $50,000, will marry,
C • liox 5:i, Oxford. l•'la.
time work at home. Technical knowledge unneces•
pry. Build bes, low-price 'l'ube Sei.8. Qulc~ sellers. MAR RY - .F rce photQl'ruphs, dlrecLory and deicripL1on1
A UBURN RADIO CO .. D,•pt. C. Clnc.nnati, 0.
ot wealthy members. Pay when married. New Plan
$20 P ROF 1T DA I LY seUing uee<llebooks; costs 3c-5c Co., Dept. SO. Kansas City. Mo.
each ; sell 25c, value l0c; S samples 2:.ic. \VrJte for MAR RY- M A RRI AGE. DIRECTORY with photos and
tree catalogue. Neetllebook Speclalt.Y Co., 661 Broa<ldescriptions tree. Pay when married. The E.xchan&e.
wa.y, Now York.
_ _ _"_ __ __
Del)t. 515. Kansas 01ty, Mo.
MARRY-Wrll.O for IJil:" new directory with photos aniJ
HELP WANTED
descriptions.
.1rree.
National .Aeoncy. Dept.
A.
BE A DETECT I VE. Oovortuu1ty for men and women 1606, ~t1. K K,n~';ts City, Mo.
for J.e.cret innstl~atlou in your district. WTlte C. T. SW E ETHEA RT S' Corr.. pondence Club.
Stamped enLud~. 521 We.stovL•r Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
velo1>e for sealed proposal, Lillian Sproul. Station
NEW I NVENTION . every one buys on sight., even chil- H. Cleveland. Ohio.
dren can sell; 25c Postage t or samples. George Krey- MARRY-Register with one or the oldest Companies on
Jfng, Bound Brool<. N. J.
earth. H married within n1nety d nys, pay marriage
MAKE MONEY at home writing showca rds. \Ve in- fee. Pa.rt.lcula.rs, Ht1.zen A. Borton. Desk J ., Marshall.
struct a.nd provide work. Kwik Showcard. 61 Bond l.flc-h .
H . Toronto. Can.
L ON ELY HEARTS, joln our club; we have a comDET ECT I VES NEEDED EV ERY W HERE. Work home w nlon for you , matl,Y worth rrom l5.000 to M0.000
or travel. experience unueccssary. \Vrlte .George R. most successful home maker. deacrlption and photos
W a,;ner. former Govt. Detective, 1968 Broadwa,y, N. ~Y. free: Standard Corr. Club, Grayslake, Ill.
Vast nremberSILV E RING Mi rrors. French plate. Easily learned: im- 1..0NESOM E ? l<'JnLI your sw1'etheart.
shJp, conftdentlal. no C'mbarrnnment. llertha. 1-'ranz.
mense profits.
Plans free.
\Vear Mirror \Vorks.
'14~, Montana St.. Chlc11a-o.
~celslor Sprints, Mo.
PR ETT Y M A IDE N . worth $60,000, but so lonesome,
L .• Box 39 0'{fr>rtl. Fl1
HELP WANTED-FEMAL E
EARN MONEY WEEKLY , spare time, home addresotnc, WEALTH Y YOUN G LADY , pre ty._. will ma1ry, \\r.te
me.
F.va.. B-1022. \Vlchit a. 1'. ansM.
ma111ng.
Music circulars.
Sen<l 10c !or muslc.
I nfonnntion. New England Music Co., 118 Asylum St .• CHAR MI N G Y OUN G LADY, worth $50,000, w1ll marry.
C .. Ilox 55. Oxrortl , Fla.
C-4 . 1-fartford. ('onn.
EA RN M ON EY at home duri ng spare time paJnting PR ET TY M A ID EN, "ortb $60.000, buL so loneso1ne. L. ,
lamp shades. t>illow tops for us.
Box 39. Oxfor4 F1'1.
No canvassing.
1
1
0
~ ti'iart i-~m~~l~~~ {f1.
{k\Ya:fi~~]~r~f:nn~nneoessary.
TO BACCO HABIT
~ - Ladles to embroider linens ro.r us nt home TOB ACC O or RnufT Ila.bit cure1I or no pay. $1.00 t!
during their leisure moments.
\Vrlte at oucc- B;l1
1i~!feJy sent pn
al.
Suoermt Co., PC .•
....FA~HJON T.;~{BRo ~n~,?'F.i-::." 1585 . Llma.. Ohio.

F

~r:~re,

P ERSONAL
G~~c1:s1!:':~~~-EA ~l)1et ER~~n~en ~~~~~- o~~~te me
HUNDREDS seeking marriage. If sincere enclose !'tamp.
Mrs. F. \Vlllard. 2928 Rronclway , Ch1cago, llllnoi~.
HUNDREDS ! WE A LTHY M EMB ER S want to marry.
List tree. Club R-1022. \Ylch lta, Kan,a~.
1

ti

SONGW RI T ERS
WRIT E THE WOR DS FOR A SONGT:We rornJ)Ose
mualc. Submit. your poems to us a.t cm,e. New Yor:c
Mel()(\y CorilOratJon. 405 J. Romnx J:SJ(lg , J'iew I one
!EN O TODAY for free COJ>Y ,vntor's Digest: tel~IOW
to write nncl sell ~hort stories, p 1 totoplay:;,
, ems,
"U>ni:s. \Vrlter's DlRe!-.t <1-22, K 12th St .. ('Inc n, atl.

n. 1.~ ~

:-0:Cl. ~fnil!iii1!..~::t

1

away, .ee mounl&i.o.• OD mooo"-A. C. Pnlmera

oee ot fortunate purcLue lroni large European

nei~t~h~~i:t:t~fu ~o~:1n~:d~~'..8:d ~t ~o:~~~
On
~i~~rJ!i!!,.~~ir:
~':'n'~~f;if.~~u:~df~ee~~fe-:C~Fa;!:
-Satisfaction cuaranteed or money refunded. Order today w~lc aupply
0

lasts.

FERRY & CO.. 6 30 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 9467 Chica.-o, Ill,

TH E
RHIN OCEROS'
HORNS
Accordi ng
to
Dr . H er b e rt
Lang, who studied
the
grea t
white r hinoceros
in t he valley of ' •
t he Nile, this afi-•
imal has several
very remarkable
peculiarities.
Its lower lip is
armed with
a
plate of horn as
a protectio n
aga i nst t he
sharp sworctgrass, which constitutes a part of
its food.
The strangest
thing is that the
great h o rns
which it carries
on its nose--t11e
front
one
of.
which is about
twice as long a
the rear one-do
not grow from
the bone,
hut
from the skin.
This is continuous under the
b<tse of the horn.
The horns a1·e attached to the skin
by slender fibres,
and two days
after the animal
is dead they can
be plucked off
with ease. Therefore thes.e huge
horns are not
weapons of offense
and
defense, but merely
tools which the
big animal uses
for pushing
way through
dense jungle.
Lang says the
white rhinoceros
is a sociable and
inoffensive beast.
It never attacks
men and never
quarrels with its
own kind. It has
the habit of ta}Eing a daily tl£d
bath. It is estimated that only
about 3,000 white
rhinoceroses remain, the others
having bee n
slaughtered
as
were the Ameri
can buffaloes.

-r

U. S. Government
Needs Men!

ASFSVALUE
nlaid in Gold
fo~ ,;,ss
FREE YourName

W onderful o p port un ities i n C ivil S e r vice .
Thou san ds of m e n a n d w ome n appo inted
every y e ar a s Income Tax Aud itors, B o okkee p e rs, R a ilway Mall Cle rks, Postme n ,
D e puty Coll ctors, etc. G e n e rous s a la.r ies,
short hours , lib e ral vaca tions. Positions
ope n i n Washington and In e v e ry o ther
ci t y of th is country as well a s In P orto
Ri<'o , Ala.s ka, :A:awaii and th e Phili ppines .
Writ e fo r 48-page FREE BOOKLET on
CIVIL SERVICE.

IN-;ERNATIONAL COBIIESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box H 9G-C. 8erantoo, P enna.
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THEPERFECTWRmNli IN
TheNew Improved Wrli.. Ilk• v• ncn ,..;,b
INKOGRAPt( tt.be.;:,:~~!~~'l::
blot. •cntdi.

1ea1.,...,.« 110ll band• . 11,keaaor
C carbooe. le kt. • Ol<fpoiol, s haped Uh .Hoe I.ad
1>9octl point. Cu • r • nteed. SEND NO .MONffe

"P•:r poe.tm.an 11 p lu• postage.

Ai:-eota wao&.ed.

INKOGAAPN CO., l.nc.,t83UCentre St.,HewYertc

Mail the Coupon To-day
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AMAZINGLY LOW

PRICED 1924 MODEL
GOVUNMINT
TIITED SID£
WHULul

'1
:rJ:rn:ivt~i!~~!r:~~!
ST received. Limited

uantlty of lmmd new l924
oua "T Fe O OP E'R" Side

PIM'P LES
,_ Sid• Cn Ill Quickly Cleared of Pimples, Blaelt..._,
Acne Eruption• on -the face or body, Ba'!-ben Itch.
Eczema, Enlt,rired Pores and Oily or Shiny Sida.

emme n t teste d. Not to be com•
pared with ordinary guns. Shoots
tnY ct.andard American cartridge.
6_pecial introductory price for short

FREE !t'_r~~:Tt~~ 'Gin.~ · ~ I

~

E.6.QIVENS,111 Olilaloal 114&,,KaDNSCle.,llo.

-

coredmyaelf after b e i o s ~ ~ -

Only one a-un to a customer.

.32 ca l. S•s hot
•
•
$17..49
32, 2 0 o r 39 cal. &•shot •
$18.45
PAY POSTMAN ON DELIVERY pla posta11e.
Money bacl; · romptly if not satisfied.

William Ward Co., Deprt,

Pl W

1369 8roadw~, Now 'l'erw

ASTll1A
·

BOYS

ra•&ff'S!ITmaO..ea

nl.Bll:TRl.&L.Utt eer-81
N • dSt i t -t , lt' a n.&1::
Write r;or Y•ar...!!_..t. .nt

tott11,.. W.K.. SJl'.ftUN.a,

844 - A... - , o..

LEARN MAGIC

11Jystif); your fl'lends. "Magical ~ly s lerie~" desc-rlbes ov<>r
~lxlr trlC'ks of lencllni:: urngicinns. 25c post1rnicl.

PILES

DO N' T BE

CUT

Until Y ou Try
This Won d er ful
Tr eatmen t

l\1y interna l method of treatment is the
correct one, and is s:rnctlonecl by the best
Informed physicians and surgeons.
Ointments. salves and other loca l ap plication s
give only tem pora r y relief.
It yo u have piles in a ny form w r l te t or a
FREE sample of P age's Pile T ablet s a nd
yon will hless the day that you read th is.
W r ite t oday.
E,. R . P age, 349-F P age B lda-., ~lar s h a ll, .Ulc h.

THE BOYCRAFT SHOP
Box 631,
Dan\'ille, Va.
$ - OL D

MONEY

WANTED - --

$

$2 to $500 EACH paicl for bunclreds ot old
coins. :Keep ALL Ole! or oclcl money, It ma y
be VERY valuable. Send 10 cts. for I LLUS·
'£RATED COIN VAT.CE HOOK, 4x6. Get
Posted. We pay <:ASH.
CLA R KE C OI N CO ., A ve 13, L eRoy, N . Y.

!MAKE THE BESf CHOCOLATE BARS

Mints ancl Cbewiug Gu m . lie my - airent.
Everybod y wlll buy fr om you. Write t&cl.a7.
li"r ee Snu1plee.
MI L TO N GOR DON
189 Jac k son St., c .ncln .. atl, Ohle

WILD WEST WEEKLY
--LATEST ISSUES - 1120 Young Wild Wpst Rescuing His Sweetheart; or,
The Best Shot of All.
1121 " Follln,r the Raiders: or, Taking a Long Chance.
1122 " Corralling the Creeks! or, Arietta and the Redskin Roundup.
1123 " W:ornlng· or ,The Secrt>t Rnnd ot the Gulch.
After
Big Game; or, Arletta nnd the Hunter's
1124 "
Trap.
1125 · " CleAn Sweep; or, The Reformation of Reckless
Cn,mp.
1120 " and t,he Hoodoo Claim; or, Arletta and the Keg
or Nuggets.
,.
1127 " and "Cinnamon Hank"; or, Tlie Grudge of the
Gila G!nnt.
1128 " Srrlmm 0 1?e with Sioux: or, Arlet ta and the
Renegade.
·
1129 " Racing the Cowboys~ or, Saving a Doomed
Ranch .
1130 " Blgi,:est Panout; or, Arletta and the Lost Prospectors.
1131 " s ,v; nl? n Hundr ,1 'l'housand; or, The Shot That
Stopped the Train.
1132 " Fan Rounn 'Up: or. Arletta nnd thp Rustlers.
1133 " Ov<>r th<' Rio Grande: or: The Hunt tor the
Rtolen Stock. .
1134" anrl the Redskin Spy; or, Arlettn's Clever
D<'COY,
1135 " Gunning for Gold: or, Outwitting the Mine
Plottns.
1136 " Fo•r~n to Fight; or, How Arletta Bossed the
Gulch.
1137 " nn<l the F.ngllsh Earl; or, The Search for a
Missing l\[sn.
1138 " nnrl thP Tndian Agent~ ·or, Arletta Shooting tor
HPr Life,
113!1 " Lnsso Duel; or. The Picnic at Drv Bottom.
1140 " and the U. S. Marshall; or, Arletta as a Detective
,
1141 " Rt<'PPlng n Flood: or. Sann."' a Doome<1 Cnmn.
and
thp Mall Coach; or, Arletta and the L,idy
1142 "
0

an(t tfi!uifystlc Dozen; or, The Scourge of Red
Rock Pass.
1144 " HPlplilg the 9th Cavalry: or, Arletta as a
Rharpshooter.
Miner•~ ' IKld": or, Fighting !or a
1145 " and th
Gold CJRint .
1140 " anrl 'the Redskin Rustlers; or, Arletta Saving
the Cottle.
]147 - " F!J>;ht on thp l\f Psn: or, RnrroundP/1 hy GrenserR.
1148 " Le>tcling a Rn!d: or, Arletta and the Bnrs of
Gold.
1149 " at YRnkee Camp; or, A Fourtlt of July on the
Border.
1150 " Cornpred b:v Apaches ; or, Arletta and the
Poisoned Arrow.
1151 " nnrl "Tnnocent Ike": or, Trapping a Tricky
Rustler.
,152 u Pr>tlriP PnrRnlt: "r. ArlPttn a r • otlve.
1153 " an/I the TexnR Cowboys; or, The Scrimmage
with the SneenmPn.
1154 " W nshinl:(' Out Gold; or, Arletta's Lucky Dlsro,-ery.
11 :"n " M!'xicnn ,nxuo: or. The SllvPr l\TinP Dlsn11t 0 •
nt
thP "'ldow's Claim; or, Arletta's Brnve DeJ156 ."
fense.
For snle hv all newsn ealn~. or "'111 hp sent to RUY addr<'SS on re~eipt of nri<'e, lk 0Pr ropy, In money
or postage stnmps hy
1143

"

0

HARRY E. WOLFJJ', Publirsher, Inc.
New York Citr

166 West 23tl Street

lscENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Prtr.. ~~ CPJ) t. P.,r Copy
1'bls hook contains aj,I th e most recent changes
lu the method of construslon ftnd ,ubmlsalon of
,cc11arlos Sixty Lessons. covering ,every phase of
ecenarlo "'ritlng. For sale t,,. all Newsdealers and
Booksi-es. It you cannot procure II copy, send ua
the prl<'e, 35 cents, tn money or postage stamps, and
we wl11 mall you one, postag., tree. AddreH,
L. 8eaaren1, 110 leYeatb

.l•• ..

New York, N. T.

OUR TEN~CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Tnformation on Almost
Every Subjed.
No. 17.

HOW TO DRESS.-Contalning full lnstruc•

tlon In the art of dressing nnd appearing well at home
and abroad. givlllg th~ sele<'tlons o! calors, material,
nnd how to hnve thPm mane up .
.!So. 18.

HOW TO BECO)IE BEAUTIFUL.-One of th

brightest and most valuable little books ever given to
the world. F.veryhod,v wishes to know how to become
b eau tiful. hoth mnle and female. The secret Is simple,
~nn nlmost costless.
.!So.

20.

HOW

TO

ENTERTAIN

A~

EVENING

PARTY.-A complete compendlmu of games, sports,
,~a rd dlvPrslons., comic ,ecltatlons, etc., suitable !or parlor or drnwlnc:-room pntertnlnmPnt. It contains more
tor the mon Py thnn nnv book published.

No. 22.

HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT,-HPller's sec-

No. 29.

HOW

ond sight ~xnbln~d hy ~is former nsslstnnt. Fred Hunt.
Jr. F.xplalnlng hnw the sP<'ret dl./llogues were carried
on hpt"' M>U thP mnglcl•n nn<1 thp ~Y on the stage; also
glvinl? All thp rodPS nn<l Rlgnnls.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Thls little
book gives the explanntlon to all kluds of dreams, together with ln<'ky and unlucky days.
.!So. 28. HOW 'J'O 'l'ELL FORTUNES. - Every one Is
desirous of knowing what his futurp lite will bring forth,
whether happiness or mlRPr,v, wenlth or poverty . You
can tell hy a J?l n ncE: at this little hook. Ruy onP an,i be
~onvincPd.

,·o

BECO)IE AN l~\"~;:VTOR.-Evpry

boy should know ho"· lm·entions originated. This bnok
exphtlns them nil. i,:l'l'tnc: examples in ekctrl<'ity, hy,.
drnulics, mai?netlsm. optlrR. pnenmatl<'s. mPChnnlcs. etc.
No. so. HOW TO COOK.- One o! the most Instructive
hooks on cookln,ll' PVPI' pnhllshP<l . It contains recipes
for cooking men ta fish. gnme, and oysters: also pie~ .
purldlnl:('s, cnkes anrl all kinds of pastry, nnd a grnml
coll ection of rPcl pPS.
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP"HOUSE.-Jt contnlns Inform&•
tlon for e'<'eryhod.v. hovs. J?lrls, mPn nnd "·omPn: It will
tenrh you hqw to mnke nlmost Pver:rthlnc: nround the
hm1RP, snch as parlor ornnmonts. h•nrkPtR. CPments,
APollnn h nrns . nnt1 Mrrl Jim~ for rntchl'll:(' hlr,ls.
No. 38. HOW TO BECO)IE YOUR OWN DOCTOR.A wonderful book. contnlnlng useful and practicRI lntormntlon In the treatment of ordlnnry diseasps and ail-

ments common to cv<>ry tnmlly. Ahoundlng In useful
ann et'fectlve reclp~• for i:renernl complaints.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Includlng hints on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats,
squlrrPls nnd blrlls Also how to cure skins. Copiously
lllustra tPrl
No. 41. THE ROYS OF NEW YORK END MEX'R
JOKE HOOK .- Contnlnlnl:(' a grent variety of the letp~.
jokeR use/I h,, the most f omons enl1 men . No nm11tPur
minstrel is ('omplete without this wondrrfnl littlP hook.
No.

42.

THE

BOYS

OF

NEW

YORK

STUMP

SPEARER. ~ C'ontntnlng a ,·arle,1 assortment of sturn,1,1
spPeches. Ne£ro. Dutch nnd Irish .
Also Pnd mens
j " kes. Just the thing for home amusement nnd amateur
sl1ows.
No. 45.

THE

ROYS

OF NEW YORK

MlNSTREL

GUIDE AND..,1,TOKE HOOK.-Something new and very
In structive. .t<;verv l,ov shonld .ohtnln this hook. ns It
contalnR fnll lnst'rurtlons !or organizing nmatenr minstrel troupes.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-Gl'l'ing the rules
anl1 full nlr!'ctton• for p 1 A,v1nl? Euchre. Crlhh • g P, Casino,
Fort~- Five, Ronnce, Ped~o Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch. All Fours. 11nd many other popular games of
cards.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A wonderful
little hook, te111nl:(' you how to write to your sweethPart.
your father, mothPr, sister. brother. emplo~•er: and, in
fact, everybody anl1 anybody you wish to write to.
No. 54. HOW TO KEF.P AND :IIANAGE PETS.-~
Glvini,: complete lnformntlon !)S to thp mnnnn 1\-"16°
method of raising, kppptng, taming, breeding, and man1gtng all kinds of pets : nls.o glvlnl:(' tul! Instructions for
mnklni,: cai,:es, etc.
Fully explained by twenty-eight
Illustrations.
For sale by all newsdealers, or W111 oe sent to an7
address on receipt of price, 10c. per copJ',
tn money or stampa, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street
New York Cit1

